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ABSTRACT 
The Conditional is a story that presents the Great War not as an historical event to be understood, but as 
an historical monstrosity to be transcended. The characters in the field, in this case, are on the 
"spiritual cutting edge," unable to coach themselves, morally, into believing in any cause. They desert 
their units, foregoing action in favour of spiritual reflection and contemplation away from the front 
lines, in a secret ashraam on the Western Front. 
IV 
for Richard van Oort— 
a lover of life. 
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Private Jax (the sniper) 
Private Rick Kramden (Descalier's scribe) 
Private Tilbury (together with...) 
Private Greer (runners) 
Private Saunter (together with...) 
Private Smith (pot attendants) 
Private Maxime (the typist) 
Private Belicose (the archivist) 
Private Laing 
10) Private James Crewe 






Underground to Canada 
Privates James Crewe and Anderson Wells were on their way to Vimy Ridge. They were 
still three miles away from their intended target when their Platoon Commander, Jack 
Titus, crawling out into No Man's Land to record the flow of German soil across their 
defense trenches, was shot squarely in the left temple. Titus' inexorable ambition to fill 
empty maps with scribbles and scrawls, his ceaseless quest for intelligence, had put the 
three men beyond their recommended geographical limit as issued to them by their 
Brigadier-General, and had taken Commander Titus dangerously close to enemy fire. 
The gun which shot him had not been picked up by the sound rangers, and Titus' body 
now lay helpless fourteen feet out past the head of the trench. Private Crewe leapt up 
over the top, and scurried to reach inside Titus' haversack, which had fallen a mere six 
feet away from him. He retrieved Titus' life's work. While both his and Private Wells' 
maps were identical, Titus' map was filled with so much more information and because 
Titus had sacrificed his life to the gathering of information, it seemed only natural to 
retrieve it. No one knew where they were anyhow and to put his own life at risk seemed 
to Private Crewe categorically absurd. Titus' body could not ensure his legacy and if all 
three of them got shot trying to retrieve it, Titus' life would have been lived in vain. 
There was only one way to at least prolong the possibility of his contribution to the war: 
retrieve the map, leave the body. It's what he would have wanted anyhow. 
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Now, walled deep within the their artificial caverns on the Western Front, Private 
Wells found it increasingly difficult to decipher Titus' lines and scribbles against the faint 
glow of their torchlight. They were away from central command and they knew that they 
would be reproved by their Brigadier-General if they returned to their support trenches 
unable to say that they had finished the job (and minus the body of one Company 
Commander). It seemed best to stay the course, so the two Privates continued to pick 
away at the dense, black chalk twenty-three feet below the surface of the earth with only 
the faint glow of Private Anderson's torchlight guiding them through the darkness 
(Private Crewe's had malfunctioned a half a mile ago). Having spent the better part of 
the last seventy-two hours in this unnatural womb, their minds, naturally, began to 
wander: 
"Do you think we should have recovered Titus?" 
"I wouldn't worry about it." 
"But we could still go back and get him right now." 
"We could. But we could die trying." 
"I feel sort of responsible—for what happened." 
"No you don't. You feel responsible for what didn't happen." 
"What?" 
"You feel responsible for what didn't happen. You couldn't possibly feel 
responsible for what happened. It just so happened, Titus got shot. But what you do feel 
responsible for is the fact that you didn 't stop him from going over the top, that you left 
him out there afterwards—that you didn't go get him. You feel responsible for what you 
didn't do." 
Crewe and Wells had been through all of this several times over now. Wells 
knew Crewe was quoting from the pamphlet, which he too had read, but couldn't recall 
with the same crisp clarity as Crewe. He persisted: "Okay, so we're not responsible for 
what did happen—only for what didn't." 
"Precisely. And what didn't happen is that Titus lived. So you are responsible for 
Titus living." 
"Right." Wells had to collect his thoughts. "But if I go and try to save him right 
now, and get shot, then aren't I responsible for whatever does happen?" 
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"Nope. No one is ever responsible for what actually happens—only for what 
doesn't. You wouldn't be responsible for dying. You would be responsible for what you 
didn't do. And what you didn't do—was live. So you would be responsible for living." 
"By dying?" 
"Yep." 
"So you're saying it's conditional. Conditional on what I don't do." 
"Sure it's conditional. It's a counterfactual conditional." 
There was only one conditional and that was the counterfactual conditional. In 
the morass of war and propaganda, in this place where all semblance of good and evil 
broke down totally and terrifyingly, where Sergeants blamed Lieutenants who blamed the 
Generals who blamed the Lieutenant-Generals who blamed the Field Marshalls who, 
finally, blamed the politicians, the simplicity of the counterfactual conditional slashed the 
Gordion knot of moral responsibility and opened up a place of solitary contemplative 
comfort for each man to pursue at his leisure. Willy blamed Georgy, the British blamed 
the French, the French blamed the Germans, the Americans blamed Europe and soon, it 
had been told, the need to blame would don drastic and obscure clothing: mankind would 
be blamed, his nature would be blamed, militarism, nationalism, imperialism, entangling 
alliances, all of these would be blamed. The beauty of the counterfactual conditional was 
that it gave each man the space to pursue his own reasons as to what caused this war; in 
fact, the counterfactual conditional assured each and every one the validity of whatever 
scenario he chose to concoct. The sky was the limit. No man was responsible for what 
was actually happening; hence there was no real reason to feel responsible for anything. 
But the terror of being responsible for everything else (which was really nothing) ensured 
that every man at least was responsible for something. Private Anderson Wells let out a 
respectful whistle. 
"Boy that's some conditional, that counterfactual conditional." 
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3 June, 1916 
The Battle of Mount Sorrel 
Three Privates, Rick Kramden, Antoine Descalier and Robin Goodfellow, in descending 
order of age, had been given special assignment to occupy sap forty-one located six 
yards ahead of the front-line Allied trench along the Western Front. There they were to 
wait for the appropriate signal flares to light up the night sky before running behind the 
creeping barrage, carrying and burying an allocated portion of telephone wire. 
Preparations had gone smoothly for the most part; but now, all three pressed themselves 
closer to the cold cold mud in hopes of warding off the unholy sounds of German artillery 
pounding into the earth the only way they knew how: with hands firmly to their ears and 
screaming. Despite their efforts, all three could still hear the twisting groans of aircraft 
getting louder and louder and Kramden wretched every time the aircraft proceeded to 
drop its collection of bullets and bombs over the earth; the weapons would hit with abrupt 
and arbitrary violence. Also, a mere seventeen feet above their heads all sorts of 
preeminent dangers whizzed by at dangerously high speeds, including laced shrapnel, 
malicious bullets, mortar rounds. Add to this the shelling on both sides and the war had 
turned this once green and spongy field into mud, littered with a tapestry of craters, shell 
holes, dugouts and, of course, corpses, both horse and man, strewn about liberally. 
This was not their first taste of action, but neither is the trauma of being attacked 
by weapons of such scale and magnitude a taste that is readily acquired. These three had 
been prepped, as had the entire first, second, and third Canadian divisions, about how 
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exactly to go about defending Mount Sorrel. The final field report for St. Eloi had been 
issued out several weeks prior, following which, Byng's subordinate officers took their 
cue. Stressing the importance of runners and wiremen, the story of the war thus far, as 
the officers told it, had been one of infantry and artillery, or, tactics and technology. In 
order to fuse either of the two, communication would be the essential element giving the 
Allies the edge. So when German bombing had commenced on the morning of 2 June 
1916, Private Kramden, who had spent time in civilian life doing the type of work that 
was now deemed essential, took comfort in knowing precisely his role. All he had to do 
was ensure that enough telephone wire was laid down in the mud—to bridge the gap 
between forward moving artillery and the rolling barrages. The rest would take care of 
itself. 
But by two a.m. on the morning of the 3rd, however, both German and Allied 
shelling had intensified to such an extent that the three men could no longer hear 
themselves think and any sense of comfort Private Kramden once had had had now been 
violently expelled by a sudden and irreversible propensity to vomit. Privates Descalier 
and Goodfellow were also unnerved, the former curled up on the ground beside Kramden 
in the fetal position, the latter curled up in an adjacent funk hole, also in the fetal position. 
Because Kramden was the only one supine, he was able to spot a flickering azure blue 
glow of a Very light^ on Descalier's helmet. He knew the preparation procedure well 
enough; he turned to face upwards and could see his Company's signal flares alight, some 
seventy-five yards down the line and approaching. The first wave of infantry had 
managed to break through the line and, suddenly, Kramden was reminded of his duty. He 
had to go up and over and lay down telephone wire so reserves could be called up as 
needed and now the flares were beckoning him to act. But first, he had to ensure his men 
were also up to the task; he crawled over to Descalier and screamed at him to MOVE 
before yanking Private Goodfellow by the collar, separating him from the comfort of his 
funk hole. Flustered and on the ground now, Goodfellow wept. Kramden kicked his 
torso in disgust for Goodfellow had entered his funk hole without his equipment. After a 
dramatic show of frustration, Kramden sped back to the dugout not only to tether the 
drum of telephone wire to his shoulder, but also, to fetch the sixty-five pounds of 
equipment Private Goodfellow had decided to do without: two hundred and twenty 
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rounds of ammunition, four grenades, a shovel, spare puttees, a full day's rations, 
greatcoat, sandbags, flares, shaving kit, and respirator. Kramden would have to find a 
runner to help him haul everything. 
Kramden was intent on fastening all the required equipment securely on 
Goodfellow's body, effectively ignoring the repeated interjections of Descalier. At that 
moment, he had no inclination to consider the injustice of the swift kick he had delivered 
to Goodfellow's midsection; after all, it had been Descalier who had suggested to 
Goodfellow that he crawl into his funk hole without his equipment and still, as the three 
of them were on the verge of attack, Descalier maintained that Goodfellow be allowed to 
do his part sans equipment. Kramden would have none of it, or else he would pretend he 
could hear none of it. Surely it was for his own good, for the good of their three lives 
together, for the good of their company and, finally, for the good of the war effort in 
general. Leaving Goodfellow at the bottom of the sap, still in the fetal position but now 
fully equipped, Kramden stepped onto the revetment*. Carefully now and through his 
periscope, Kramden peered up and out into No Man's Land; a quick scan through the first 
one revealed nothing unusual. The orange glow of the Very flares provided adequate 
lighting and Kramden could make out the Company's wiremen snipping away 
industriously at many dense layers of concertina barbed wire just over twenty-two yards 
past the Allied frontlines; the shelling had done little save for moving it about. It was 
impossible to tell how much more time they would need and when the second round of 
flares would go off; as they continued at it, Kramden took the opportunity to peer through 
the second periscope. Despite the shelling, he could make out the silly women from the 
French town of Amiens who were once again rolling around in the select areas of No 
Man's Land which had yet to be corrupted by wartime obstacles and memorabilia, 
including barbed wire and wooden post entanglements, abandoned Vicker guns, old 
rubber treading, and remnants of iron shrapnel. The women had been warned numerous 
times of the danger, but they insisted that wartime mud, now available in ample quality, 
was the sort most effective in reversing the aging process. Female members of three 
different health spas rotated biweekly, rolling around in mud until it clung uniformly and 
around their otherwise white flesh. The snipers were reluctant to fire and the officers 
were reluctant to order them to shoot. Yet despite their recklessness, for all his gazings 
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out into No Man's Land, never once did Kramden spy the cadaver of a mud covered 
French woman. Somehow, they were shielded by their vanity. 
Leaving them to their fate, Kramden ran to the third and final periscope lining the 
walls of sap forty-one. Finally and perfunctorily, he gazed through it, expecting to see 
nothing out of the ordinary. But he managed sight something that filled him with chills. 
Walking alone and invincible upon lands that no mortal would be caught dead on outside 
of this ridiculous operation, Kramden saw some isolated futuristic horror: he saw a man 
spewing fire from his hands. 
The flares went off. Kramden couldn't move. Descalier went into another of his 
epileptic fits, dropping to the ground suffering from convulsions. Still in the fetal 
position, Goodfellow had no one to turn to. An officer had managed to make his way 
inside their sap, and began, repeatedly, to blow his whistle terrifying Goodfellow further. 
A single sniper's bullet smashed the glass and mirror of Kramden's periscope, releasing 
him from his grip of terror and causing him to fall back hard, back-of-the-head first, 
against the parados®. With Descalier down, the officer barked at Kramden to attend to the 
fallen man. But Goodfellow, clearly conscious, had nowhere to turn. The Company 
Commander took it upon himself to chase the boy up over the parapet by aggressively 
blowing his whistle at him. Wide-eyed, Goodfellow obeyed. He ran as fast as he could 
as he was entirely terrified of the Commander and his whistle. He slipped twice in his 
first three steps and, though Kramden hadn't ordered him to wear his mask, Goodfellow 
did not want to risk drawing his wrath again. Through it, he huffed and puffed but when 
he fell the second time, mud stuck to the glass and he could no longer see. Nor could he 
reach up with his hands and attempt to wipe any of it away because the strap of his rifle 
and ammunition bag ensured his arms could move no higher than his chest. He tried 
again. His haversack fell. This initially worked in his favour as he was able to establish 
a belaboured trot. All but blind now, he tried his very best to keep moving forward—it's 
what Kramden would have wanted. 
When Descalier's fits subsided somewhat, Kramden reached into his breast 
pocket, pulled out the smelling salts and passed them under Descalier's nose. Descalier 
regained his senses and now Kramden was intent on finishing the job that would ensure 
the Mounted Riflemen could break through into German territory on schedule and put an 
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end to this shitty war. Having left the required coils wrapped around a wooden post in 
the dugout, he leapt up over the top and began to lay cable. Descalier flanked him, 
stabbing the ground with the front end of his spade to bury it. They had to make their 
way to an enemy crater forty-five yards away before waiting for the next signal flare to 
light up the night sky. They were only thirteen yards into their mission when the sky was 
lit up just enough to allow them to glimpse a fallen comrade. Though he had fallen, he 
was not wounded. Private Goodfellow had managed to slip a third time and was so 
exhausted from all the equipment that he could only manage to lie flat on his back and 
wait for aid. Kramden carried on toward the intended objective believing he could lay 
down the cable first before running back to save Goodfellow, whom he knew was unhurt. 
As he continued to unwind, hurrying to achieve the target set out for him by his superior 
officers, he quickly realized that the cable was no longer taught. His shovel man had 
abandoned the cause. No matter. He would deposit the drum in the assigned crater first 
before going back to assist. 
In the time it took Descalier to run to his side, immediately after the expiration of 
the enemy flare, a string of machine gun bullets had managed to etch themselves into 
Goodfellow's left ankle bone all the way up to his hip. The crest of his iliac was 
splintered and exposed and he coughed up blood softly. Descalier, softly, began to pray. 
Watching from the safety of his newly conquered crater, Kramden looked back, 
waiting for the most opportune time to run out and assist them. He first gazed solemnly 
out across enemy territory in search of the devilish creature he had spotted with his 
periscope. He shuddered. The apparition had vanished. He looked back at his comrades 
just in time to see a German mine go off and both Descalier and Goodfellow's bodies go 
straight up, about forty-five feet or so into the air. The ground beneath them went up as 
well, forming a sail of dirt that suspended itself over the battleground long enough for the 
two bodies to drop below it. Down went Descalier, down went Goodfellow, somewhere 
beneath the newly formed meniscus of the newly formed crater. 
Leaving the cable, Kramden bolted out into the field to rescue his fallen 
comrades. He ran straight into the crater and was thigh-deep in dirt, which was now 
loose and gravelly and warm. Though he could feel himself sinking, he reached the 
lowest part of the trough in double-time and began heaving away dirt with both hands, 
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frantically searching for a shovel, a strap, an arm or a leg, any signs of life or limb; but 
the mud settled and cooled before Kramden could locate any suitable remnants. The 
earth had inherited the meek. He crawled out of the crater, exhausted, and made his way 
on belly back to the fire trench. Kicking away dirt with the sides of his feet, his nose was 
suddenly filled with the pungent aroma of burning rubber. Before his eyes was a boot, 
black, Sutlers, of his Company and it was not unreasonable to suppose that it had 
belonged either to Descalier or to Goodfellow. Despite the veritable stink of charred 
rubber sole, Kramden placed the curio close to his breast and took it back with him to the 
trench. He was unsure if that's what either of them would have wanted, but just for good 
measure, he figured. 
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Nine months later, after Privates Crewe and Wells had rediscovered Kramden and 
Descalier in the ashraam, the two men would deliberate over the happenings on that 
fateful day at Mount Sorrel. Rumours in the support trenches had had it that the 
Germans, above all, wanted to bleed the French white at Verdun. Mount Sorrel was 
simply a skirmish to prevent Byng from sending reinforcements. The strategic value of 
the battle was over-inflated according to some, while others believed that because the 
Germans were relatively uninterested in winning the battle, it could prove to be the Allies 
first great breakthrough on the Western Front (they had been at it for almost two years at 
that point). Half-empty, half-full, and roughly three days before the planned attack, there 
was no general consensus among the men; many of them didn't care. 
Kramden, of course, had certainly cared, and had pinned his hopes of winning the 
war on laying cable. It was a mistake, and many more had been committed since then. 
Both men now looked to validate their time at Mount Sorrel nonetheless, to tell the tale 
neither of its capture nor surrender, victory nor defeat, loss nor regret (whether tactical or 
moral), but to tell the story of two prophecies and two spectres, all of which helped 
trigger a movement of sorts within the chaos and din of trench warfare. 
The story of the Battle of Mount Sorrel became the story of two spectres. At 
Mount Sorrel, Private Kramden had hesitated at the ghastly sight of a flame throwing 
man. Since then, the reality of the new weapon had become old news, detailed and talked 
about in trenches across the Western Front, the myth of its devastating power allayed. 
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Nevertheless, on the morning of 3 June 1916, the spectre of the Flammenwerfer was all 
too real, causing Private Kramden, in his terror, to delay twice. Delays and spectres ruled 
the day in this retelling, for even Descalier, in his odd but now totally understandable fit 
of agitation, was blessed with the sight of another spectre: a giant, rolling, armoury car, 
invincible to machine gun fire, barbed wire, and minor artillery, that initially moved in 
the slow but self-confident manner of some metallic god. This was the spectre that would 
haunt not Allied troops at Mount Sorrel in June, but German troops at Courcelette some 
three months later at the Somme. 
Still respecting the Officer's creed—that not only should field reports be clear, 
short and succinct, but also, that they should end by clearly outlining the lessons of 
battle—Descalier and Kramden proceeded to put the final rhetorical touches on this their 
latest retelling. In June, it was the Germans who seemed to have the advantage of a 
spectre, namely that of the Flammenwerfer, three months later, however, the British 
brought out their technological spectre. Yet in both cases, the spectre sides lost. Also, as 
Puck made evident, equipment was just as likely to kill men as save them and those who 
delayed, namely Kramden, wound up living while those who attacked (once again, Puck) 
wound up dying. 




F. Stan Trottier, an American, had originally enlisted with the militia-group turned army 
platoon christening themselves the Heroes of Yester-year, who saw the fact that all great 
battles were fought with the intent of reclaiming something. Whether it was Helen of 
Troy, Jerusalem, the Holy Grail, orthodox Catholicism, the right to sell tea, Waterloo, or 
the right to own slaves, war was necessary only in the sense that wrongs had to be 
righted, past incursions excursed. This battle, it seemed to the delegation of volunteers 
who had managed to board a vessel funded by the largesse of a prominent American Iron 
Magnate, was important for two reasons: one, the American Magnate in question had lost 
vast tracts of personal property in the town of Beurnevisin, located just off the south-
eastern border of France; and two, the town in question was located in the province of 
Alsace, which the French had lost to the Germans in the Franco-Prussian war some forty 
years earlier. The Heroes of Yester-year then sought to reclaim the town of Beurnevisin 
first to correct the wrongs done to the esteem of their American Magnate (who fully 
funded the cost of their travel and equipment) and then to correct the wrongs done against 
France herself. 
F. Stan Trottier never took the time to familiarize himself thoroughly with the 
Heroes' pamphlet. Having made it to Valcartier, F. Stan, at that moment, decided to 
scrawl down the only name which carried any poetic value to him during any moment of 
his nineteen years on this planet. Although eight years his senior and recently widowed, 
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her name, which conjured the first real sensation of tragedy the boy had ever known, 
would now be used instead to conjure courage. Even as appointed drill sergeants had 
attempted with dogged persistence during the six weeks of soldier training in Wainright, 
West Virginia to hammer home in him the soldier's code, outlining the hierarchy of 
loyalties, F. Stan Trottier decided, at that moment, that he would fight this war primarily 
for love. 
He had spent the bulk of the third stage of his life away from his three-hundred 
and forty acre tobacco estate, ducking auspiciously behind an old corrugated and halfway 
flattened tin barrel some three miles away and a mere twenty-six yards from the picket 
fence lining the outer boundaries of her estate. Hiding next to it among the tall juniper 
stalks and prairie grass, he watched her as she wandered forlorn and spent during the day 
right up until dusk, when she dutifully released the curtain sashes to cover the tall and 
ominous panes of glass lining the front face of her deceased husband's manor. But, as 
the seasons pressed on, it soon became apparent to F. Stan that his days of youthful 
contemplation had to be translated into action. So he took the first opportunity that 
presented itself to him. He joined the Heroes of Yester-year militia. Their power of their 
rhetoric was not entirely ineffective in this regard—for the tragic circumstances of his 
tragic lady, F. Stan figured, had to be redeemed. In such a spirit then did he scrawl, as 
best he could and with solemnity, her name into the inner leather flap of his paybook: 
Lucinda Mcllroy. 
Despite their rugged sense of American individualism, the Heroes of Yester-year 
never made it to the war. The aforementioned Iron Magnate had mistakenly sent out his 
secret vessel across the Atlantic despite the threat of German U-boats. (The Heroes of 
Yester-year were promptly drowned and news of their decimation did not reach F. Stan 
Trottier until well past the third day of the Givenchy campaign. Nevertheless, he still 
carried their pamphlet in his haversack; he would later present this pamphlet to Antoine 
Descalier himself.) His appointed Lieutenant, one Macy Phillips, was a fellow 
compatriot from Rhode Island whose family had remained Loyal to the Empire. His 
connection to Trottier came in that the same Iron Magnate who sent the Heroes of Yester-
year to their doom was something more than an acquaintance of Phillips'. Phillips, oddly 
enough, had met the Iron Baron on one of his postal routes and addressed the capitalist 
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with a debonair British accent. That, along with his well kept moustache, impressed upon 
our Iron Baron of Phillips a keen logistical ability, to which Macy Phillips did not 
disappoint. Indeed, he was one of the few postmen who foresaw the coming of parcel 
post, trading in his sleek and heavyweight cruiser bicycle for a traditional horse drawn 
buggy. While others nagged at him for moving backwards in time, Phillips was able to 
move heavier parcels to customers with speed (and, of course, to the Iron-Magnate). 
After the passing of the local Postmaster, Phillips assumed control of the entire postal 
operation across the limited networks of West Virginia, and expanded them to include 
vast tracts of rural areas with his single horse and buggy. With an ear tuned to what was 
going on in Congress, he knew that the coming pavement of roads would soon make 
horse and buggy obsolete once again. He dreamed of acquiring a whole fleet of postal 
automobiles, the financial liabilities (but more importantly, the financial payoffs) of 
which he discussed on occasion with local Magnate. And although, as a postal worker, 
he was exempt from militia duty, he was, nevertheless a Loyalist. Putting aside, 
temporarily, their dreams of a vast network of automotive mail delivery machines, both 
saw the war as a chance to correct past mistakes: Iron Baron, to regain lands previously 
lost him and Phillips, to do his part, in whatever fashion, to uphold the glory of the 
Empire. Who better suited to fund a militia and who better suited to lead it? 
Phillips himself had no intention of boarding the Iron Baron's secret vessel: the 
plan was to initiate the Heroes of Yester-year into a "foreign" battalion of which Phillips 
was entirely confident he could work his way up to getting a hold over. He would head 
off to Canada. The Heroes themselves were to go over in secret, because to them, 
correcting past wrongs was its own reward. They fought not for country first, nor love, 
nor self, but for justice. (All this had been outlined in their manifesto.) Furthermore, 
they had no intention of breaking ranks among them, and only agreed to the Iron Baron's 
scheme when they were promised that somehow, they would remain in whatever fashion 
a unified fighting force. Of course, as time would make evident, Phillips would hold up 
his end of the bargain; the Heroes were less fortunate. 
Phillips knew precisely which back roads to take to avoid the penetrating light of 
the night lamps at the Grange Halls and the wide gaze of the watchmen guarding the 
gilded mansions in each of the six states he was set to pass through on his way to Quebec 
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City. He traveled only in darkness and on horse back, stopping at the postal rest areas 
where he bluffed his usual business. No one questioned his entrepreneurial spirit nor did 
he feel obliged to share his soldierly one. The weather was temperate along the way so 
that Phillips did not find himself stifled by the three piece postman's uniform he had 
stitched together when he took over as Postmaster some five years earlier. He had 
managed to keep his cuffs and collar neatly pressed using the charcoal irons and bellows 
at the coffee houses and taverns. The border officer made little fuss, largely because of 
Phillips' tidiness and so Phillips entered Loyalist country looking the part. He sped away 
to the tip of the St. Lawrence River to begin training. 
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The first hands F. Stan Trottier shook when he arrived on the plains of Valcartier were 
badly blistered and the first faces he encountered were black. The blow back from the 
Ross Rifle had darkened the young visages and the bolt that had to be pulled back and 
pushed forward so that each new round could be fired heated up much too quickly, thus 
leaving its searing mark across the hands of these new recruits. Inexperience, either that 
of the men or of the rifle's designer, had three queues each thirty or so people in length 
standing outside the four tents housing the field's medical examiners. Trottier himself 
had been told to stand there after having filled out the appropriate forms and receiving his 
Oliver equipment and Ross rifle. Awaiting inoculation first, he knew it would only be a 
matter of time before he was returned to the very same line to be treated for blistering 
palms and burning eyes. The entire operation, from the get-go, seemed to him entirely 
circular, so much so that standing in the queue, he became dizzy. He knew he needed to 
stand in line to receive an inoculation which would only guarantee that in a matter of 
hours he could begin training and firing those rifles and thus would be standing in the 
very same line once again. Strangely, the beginning seemed like the end simultaneously 
and for whatever reason, Trottier saw in perfect simplicity that he could not change his 
fate; but neither, at that moment, could he accept it. He collapsed. 
Three men, one from each queue, rushed to his aid before a fourth doused him 
with a cold and angry bucket of water. Trottier awoke disoriented and was unsure of 
where exactly he was, spatially, temporally. He had not ever suffered from spells, 
delusions, amnesias (or at least, none that he could remember), but the most horrifying 
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aspect of this his first faint was that, awakening, he was not aware of a biological 
connection to his body. He was unsure if it was during unconsciousness or 
consciousness, but in his blanked-out interim he could feel only the properties of 
perception, and as he tried to digest any semblance of sense data around him, he found 
that none were forthcoming. Yet he knew, somehow, that he still existed. Nonetheless, 
as the biological happenings of his body were completely divorced from him and though 
he entered Valcartier a full bodied youth of nineteen years, he could feel no connection to 
anything that felt like age. For all he knew, a thousand millennia had passed, his body 
had rotted away eons ago, and he was being arisen, in whatever form, to face the Day of 
Judgment. He had never been religious, though his mother used to take him to the First 
Baptist Gospel Church each Sunday when he was four until he was twelve years old. 
After that, she figured it was up to him and very soon after that she died, leaving the full 
brunt not only of spiritual responsibility on the shoulders of young F. Stan, but economic 
and financial ones as well. Responsibility was something F. Stan had been burdened with 
for the majority of his young life thus far but before he was called to face the ultimate 
arbiter, he awoke to the violent splash of cold St. Lawrence water. 
He recovered quickly and when he was finally able to digest clear and discernable 
sights, the first one he was blessed with was four pairs, that is, eight white eyeballs 
staring right back at him with mild apprehension and genuine concern from behind 
blackened faces. Displaying unusual symptoms outside the medical examiners' tents was 
a sure sign of ineptitude and the medical examiners needed little sway to send a man 
home. The camp was already overrun. Thus, had Trottier's spell been prolonged a 
fraction of a second longer, he may have been billed an automatic relief ticket that would 
have sent him away from Valcariter and away from the war indefinitely. Yet luckily, 
whatever otherworldly abyss he had faced had only eaten up a fraction of actual time. 
Perhaps he had truly been on the brink of death and had found his way back. Having felt 
the full force of eternity for only the briefest of moments, he fully appreciated and 
reveled in his return to the safety and satiety and comfort of the passage of time. For 
whatever reason, he had been allowed to return. 
Once the men were split off into mock companies, spread out across the vast 
expanse of green and empty plains, the nominated drill sergeants took the field before 
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them and began, somewhat disorderly, to issue out orders. Blessed only with a love of 
the mother country, a love that did not nor could not translate itself into any kind of easily 
discernible and digestible formula, the first sergeant began by prattling on about the 
importance of the placement of company stripes. Seeing as active drill had little to do 
with where one's stripes happened to be on one's uniform, a second self-nominated 
sergeant stepped out of line to correct the first. Army drill did not accommodate 
inspection—that would come later. The purpose of any initiatory drill was to familiarize 
the soldiers with official company barks and whistles. Exercise one after two blows of 
the whistle: running on the spot, raising the knees up and perpendicular to the waist; 
marching in the trenches, they were told, often required raising the knees in such a 
fashion, to avoid the clutches of mud. In short bursts, each about forty seconds or so, the 
men raised their legs up in the manner of cancan dancers without the benefit of propping 
one another up against adjacent shoulders, and without the gratification of concluding 
kicks. The men austerely attended to their task and about three rounds into their first 
official military exercise, they were interrupted by an orderly on horseback calling for 
three men to take the horse and cart stationed by the field kitchens down to the Jacques 
Cartier River to fill barrels, twenty in total, with fresh drinking water. In order to keep 
their pre-established semblance from breaking out into open mutiny, the two drill 
sergeants began calling off men, down to the last man in the company, by threes— 
onetwothree onetwothree all the way down the line. The order was barked: 'Threes step 
forward.' Beginning with order and ending with chance, Drill Sergeant B pointed 
arbitrarily at two youths and a gentleman, all of whom, simultaneously, were both 
smiling and not smiling. Perhaps it was too early to tell whether any of the men wanted 
to be there or not, but somewhere, deep within those three semblances, were the 
beginning remnants of a smile, though all three understood that in the name of some sort 
of unspoken soldierly etiquette, that that smile had to be suppressed at all costs. This was 
how Privates Crewe, Wells, and Kramden got to know one another. 
The three men took horse and cart down to the river some three miles away and 
while the three of them laid down the iron truss, Kramden hauled each barrel down close 
to the water, using a hose and a pump to fill the buckets while teetering somewhat on the 
river bank. He would periodically signal for Crewe and Wells to push the buckets up the 
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truss and load it onto the cart. With four buckets sitting on the cart and a fifth on its way, 
Crewe and Wells were given an opportunity to bond somewhat. The younger of the two, 
Private Wells, began: 
"Doesn't seem to be a lot of French eh? I don't hear a lot of French" 
"Yes you're right," replied Crewe. 
"That's strange seeing as we're in Quebec. And I read in the paper that Bourassa 
supports the war." 
"Who?" 
"Bourassa." 
"What'd he say?" 
"I don't know exactly. Something about a sacred union, with Great Britain, I 
mean." 
"I guess they'll send a French Canadian battalion." 
"Laurier says they should. That this country ought to exploit its ethnic and racial 
differences. But everyone's on board." Wells was excited. "Hey, do you think we'll 
win?" 
"Of course we'll win," replied Crewe, smattering a horsefly. 
"Right." Crewe looked down at Kramden, and Wells followed his gaze. There 
was no signal yet. Wells' excitement subsided somewhat. 
"The Japanese Prime Minister has called this war the end of Europe. Do you 
think he's right?" 
"How so? All the papers are saying we'll be back by Christmas." 
"Ya you're right. It's just a funny thing to say, that's all. I mean, why does he 
have to say something like that?" 
Kramden gave the signal and Crewe and Wells rushed down to the river bank and 
rolled the barrel up out of the marshes before placing it onto the cart. 
On their way back to the tents, Kramden, who, for the most part, was unable to 
break the implied hierarchy imposed on the three of them because of age, spoke to the 
two youths about a secret ceremony occurring each night six miles into the forest facing 
the north side of the Laurentian Hills. Crewe listened austerely. They were instructed to 
leave the camp two hours after lights out and to bring extra army blankets, a new 
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shipment of which was set to come in from the textile plant in Quebec City at five 
o'clock that evening. An extra saddle would be waiting for them, adjacent to a single 
horse that Kramden would leave parked outside the makeshift stables at the east end of 
Valcartier. Both would have to saddle up somehow and remain alert as they traveled in 
the direction indicated, for they were to be on the lookout for three flaming branches as 
these would be their only guide through the night and wilderness. (All the while, while 
Kramden patiently answered and deflected, when necessary, youthful zeal, a strange 
figure hovered amongst the men, unbeknownst to any of them. He hid marvelously 
behind the slim and naked trunks of the spruce trees and as Kramden spoke, the arc of 
their procession past him brought the three men as close as three yards to the strange 
apparition, but again, this mysterious character was beyond their perception, for he had, 
indeed, been undertaking such surveillance operations for the better part of his life. 
Bored with the goings on at Valcartier, he had made his way down to the Jacques Carrier 
River, having gotten word of some excitement going on away from the camp. Fully 
recovered from the shock of his earlier lapse, Trottier was now filled with the same 
youthful imagination that Kramden was able to arouse in Crewe and Wells; it was all but 
a forgone conclusion that Trottier would find his way out to this sweatlodge ceremony as 
well.) 
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The first meeting between Macy Phillips (who had managed to bluff his way up the 
hierarchical ladder by recounting his experiences in the Boer War to relevant people and 
thus, had been nominated, in three short days, a Lieutenant) and Antoine Descalier came 
when the latter was offering the daily service of benediction beneath the Chaplain's tent 
at Valcartier. Phillips, not a holy man in the least, was forced up to the makeshift altar as 
he found himself in the presence of those whom he had already made favourable 
acquaintance with. Beneath the monstrance and the sign of the cross, he took in the body 
of Christ but, having heretofore committed himself to a strict and self-imposed vow of 
abstinence (i.e., from drink), he refused the blood of the Lord. He could not bring 
himself to take even the smallest sip and despite his relative ease in working his way up 
the social/hierarchical military ladder at Valcartier, his only historical blemish, thus far, 
he was forced to accede, was his momentary and ultimately unbecoming hesitation when 
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faced with the Eucharist. He awkwardly passed the cup to the man behind him, and 
hoped that somehow, his elision would go unnoticed. For the most part it did; Descalier, 
as well, was content to let him be, looking upon him, but only for the briefest of 
moments, with a sincere and penetrating look of disappointment. If that's all the Lord's 
wrath entailed, Phillips might have considered himself lucky. But the Padre's glare 
would burn itself into the recesses of Phillips' unconscious mind such that when things 
began to go wrong later on in the war, as they did for everybody, Phillips had now been 
given a suitable harbinger. Though he did not know it then, he had, in a perverse way, 
received a benediction—of sorts. 
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Beneath the half-glow of the moon, Crewe and Wells set out, finding the first torchlight 
easy enough but filled with fear and dread before somehow and miraculously spotting the 
other two. They arrived in time, for the hole had been dug and a frame of poplar and 
spruce branches arranged and fastened together around it. The blankets did the job, 
sealing off all appropriate gaps and chinks and now, six men, three elders and three 
soldiers (Kramden among them) awaited entry into the makeshift lodge. Grandfather 
stones had been removed from the earth and tobacco sprinkled in their place. As they 
heated up in a fire adjacent to the hutment, the men were instructed to remove their 
clothes. Reciting their names and each one on all fours, they entered the hut one by one 
and in clockwise fashion. The glowing red stones were brought in promptly, handed to 
the elder by the fire keeper who proceeded, after salutations had been given, to place the 
Grandfather snugly within the fire pit. Spruce leaves were burned and the scent of sweet 
smolder filled the tiny encampment. The elder, holding a tin bucket filled with water, 
dipped into it a bushel of spruce leaves fastened together with rope which had, attached at 
its heel, a rattle. The sound of vibrating and hardened kernels initiated the throw of the 
first helpings of water upon the stone, expelling a welcome rise of steam, which quickly 
helped to dispel the chill of night. Three more grandfathers followed before the opening 
was sealed and each man was left to swelter in his own thoughts, naked and alone in 
some vast and unconquerable darkness. 
After some time, Wells, Crewe, and Kramden, in the name of avoiding some state 
of solitary alarm, were thoroughly glad to latch onto the ritual chants begun by one or 
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other of the elders. The sounds seemed to come from off in a distance, yet despite their 
seeming vast spatial divide from the utterer, the cries were a welcome relief from the 
strange and scandalous solitary confinement that gave each man the total freedom to 
pursue his own thoughts. Once the chants concluded, the grandfathers were once again 
doused and the bucket was subsequently passed around, with each man prompted to offer 
up chants of his own, whether to himself, others, or to the grandfathers. Both Crewe and 
Wells attempted, with either laudable or pathetic sentiment (neither one of them would 
ever know), to mimic the cries they heard earlier—though neither could either Crewe or 
Wells claim that they made their chants to anyone, but only as a prompt from something 
else—whether divine or otherwise. When the bucket was finally handed to Kramden, he 
chose, for whatever reason—perhaps as a personal statement of sorts or as a means of 
rebuke—to hold the sacred rattle in silence, biding his time until some metaphysical 
prompt alerted him to throw his helping of water upon the stones. Somehow, by then, the 
initial simultaneous terror of complete darkness and complete silence had subsided. Both 
Crewe and Wells found themselves rather un-relieved when the door opened to conclude 
the first round of sweating. 
Four more rounds of sweating were scheduled; after the third, the men were so 
exhausted that none of them questioned the presence of a seventh man. The elders 
thought nothing more or less of the mysterious seventh man than as a soldierly late-comer 
while the darkness coupled with their exhaustion had the three soldiers nominate him the 
same, only elderly rather than soldierly. His presence was met with no deliberate 
acclimation or objection and so, for the final two rounds of sweats, F. Stan Trottier was 
able to enter the sweatlodge in much the same manner that he arrived at the 
encampment—that is, in a manner largely invisible. 
Whether the elders had hoped that the final act of the ceremony would be the most 
meaningful was difficult to say. Yet the presence of Trottier inside the outfit perhaps 
carried the other three soldiers anyhow to some new plane of transcendence. Indeed, it 
was entirely possible as well that Trottier, being used to solitary contemplation, simply 
did not need the first three rounds of sweats to be in perfect spiritual synchronicity with 
his three soldierly mates; but so too would this imply that while he was on the same 
spiritual wavelength as they, he had managed to reach their plateau minus the very visible 
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signs, certainly in them, of weariness and exhaustion. Whatever the case, his spiritual 
pep was infectious. Trottier, somehow, carried the three of them on his back, taking them 
all the way up to the spiritual heights of, well, the top of their little hutment. Each one of 
them found themselves resting snug, and somehow suspended, in some manner of 
supreme metaphysical comfort, against the synthetic fibres of Army issued Company 
blankets. The four of them existed inversely, their metaphysical selves attached to the 
roof of the sweatlodge while their physical selves remained, in all likelihood, set firmly 
upon the earth. Strange things happen in these hallucinatory states; it is entirely likely 
that each of them concocted some dream, but that they dreamt in unison and that they 
knew that they dreamt in unison was the remarkable part, despite the not so remarkable 
spatial remove from their own bodies (they certainly did not find themselves among the 
angels in the Kingdom of God or anything). Yet this five-act ritual seemed to end not in 
tragedy, but in comedy, for each men left the final round of sweats refreshed, relieved, 
and content. They were neither drawn to the prospect now of the oncoming war, nor 
were they reviled by it. Everything was as it should be and even if they were to be 
sacrificed for the greater good of the Empire, surely, they knew, there was some divine 
and cosmic order that decreed it so. This realization came not with spiritual elation nor 
with the desire to convert others but simply with a strange and understated state of 
contentedness. They had sweated and survived. 
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During the remainder of their days at Valcartier, Kramden, Crewe, and Wells managed to 
stick close, as camaraderie seemed to be rewarded. Upon their first visit (the three of 
them together) to the chaplain's tent to receive the benediction from Antoine Descalier, 
each one of them felt a twinge of sadness after receiving the body and blood of the Lord. 
They knew that Mr Hughes despised the chaplains, and that Valcartier might be the last 
chance for Descalier to send them off with a blessing that carried any sort of spiritual 
weight; yet something was lacking in the Eucharist: not in anything he said, but perhaps 
in the way he said it, or at least—in the way he performed it. He had delivered a rousing 
sermon and eulogy the previous day over the body of a boy who had committed suicide 
because the medical officers had issued him walking papers. Now, for whatever reason, 
Descalier felt himself spent. He had large bags under his eyes, and it was apparent that 
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something or other, not nerves but perhaps intensity, had kept him up at night. While the 
three of them approached with some manner of youthful optimism, he already, for 
whatever reason, carried a baleful countenance of death. The only one he addressed that 
afternoon was Kramden: 
"They are thinking of leaving the Chaplains behind. Perhaps I'll join the 
regiment. That way, I may be able to acquire some of your optimism." 
Kramden glared back at him; never, in all his life, had a spiritual man looked to 
him for guidance. Kramden was unsure how to proceed. As the awkwardness of their 
exchange began to intensify, it was all that Kramden could do to take the wafer and wine 
in his mouth. 
"Amen." 
At Valcartier, Privates Kramden, Crewe, and Wells were far enough away from 
the war for it to retain a residue of curiosity, but close enough to it for them to be able to 
begin to understand the gravity of what exactly they were about to do. As they boarded 
the liners set to carry them across the Atlantic, their youthful optimism would necessarily 
give way to doubt. Doubt not necessarily about whether they themselves would survive 
this ordeal or not, but doubt as to the idea that if they didn't, that somehow Descalier and 
his macabre countenance when performing the Eucharist were somehow responsible. Or, 
perhaps their decline in optimism was due to nothing more than the fact that as one 
moves closer to death, naturally, the stench becomes stronger. 
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1915 
The Western Front 
Though Privates Kramden, Crew, and Wells had been split up during their six months of 
soldier training on the Salisbury Plains, they nevertheless, miraculously, found 
themselves in the same platoon when they finally reached the Western Front in March of 
1915. Indeed, the three of them would remain together until Kramden would be called 
away to test phone equipment cable and surveillance devices at St. Eloi in March of the 
following year. While that year would be known as the one of disastrous offensives, this 
one would be characterized, for these three men anyhow, by boredom. While other men 
took up letters or learning or debusing or sleep, Privates Kramden, Crewe, and Wells 
discovered in themselves a voracious appetite for gossip. Indeed, soldier idleness made 
for fantastic lore, all of which managed to flourish and spread across the trenches in the 
form of pamphlets printed up on army issued bond paper and distributed in secret by 
company runners to certain designated men amongst certain member platoons. An 
elaborate scheme of identification in this regard was necessary as such pamphlets could 
not afford to fall into officers' hands. Yet even when they did, and they often did, many 
officers themselves took them to be standard issue from the Allied press tents. Officers 
on the ground had little say over the sway and content of propaganda material; it was 
easier, simply, for them to believe that the issue of such bizarre and tantalizing rubbish 
actually goaded their soldiers on in the war effort. Oftentimes, the lore of the more 
fantastic variety did. But the difference between soldier fiction and officer issue was that 
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until a handful of rogue soldiers managed to get a hold over army presses, the prevailing 
sentiment in the trenches was that anything at all might be true, except that which was 
printed at government decree. An aversion quickly developed to anything which sounded 
"official." Thus the more cockamamie the story, the more likely it was to gain hold in 
this strange new world of rumour and Privates Kramden, Crewe, and Wells, for their part, 
could not get enough of it. Among their favorites had the Germans boiling down the 
cadavers of fallen Allied soldiers in large, heated crucibles at towering rendering plants to 
produce their oil, wax, industrial lubricants, and boot dubbing. Another had the soldiers 
who had been left to die out in No Man's Land gathering together to form night-raiding 
hordes, oblivious to either side, rapacious and cannibalistic in appetite. Yet the most 
remarkable and horrific to these three men was the one describing the mass suicide of the 
entire B Company of the 15th Royal Warwickshire Regiment. Apparently, this group had 
mutinied and set up an independent gathering of sorts at an abandoned watch point thirty-
one yards away from their company's reserve salient. Calling themselves the 
Neverendians, there they stripped and awaited death by pneumonia simply because the lot 
of them, forty-two in all, had managed to infect one another with a rabid mixture of doom 
and euphoria over some revelation granted them not by some divine force, but rather, by 
rational calculation. This calculation had it that this war would last forever. Actually 
based on the amount of land gained thus far averaged out over the amount of time the two 
sides had spent fighting one another, the calculation predicted that in another one-
hundred and eighty years, the Allies would finally reach the Rhine—assuming of course, 
that the same pace of advance could be maintained, and assuming that the Allies would 
win. (Perhaps the reason this rumour took hold of the three imaginations so profoundly 
was because the ridiculousness of the war's never-endingness was supported by 
something as unassailable as mathematical calculation. Certainly it was not a stretch to 
believe that this strange blend of fact and fiction could lead a group of men to abandon 
the war effort and go out alone and ultimately unto their deaths? Even this form of 
insanity was firmly rooted in sanity.) As they waited to be overtaken by natural forces, 
they could not escape the reality of the war. They were soon discovered by three 
Company Commanders, who, out of respect for the calculation, which even they found 
ominous, simply buried the men, who were already dead or on the verge of dying 
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anyhow, right where they lay. (Of course, rumour begets rumour; it was also suggested 
that the Neverendians clung to life, and were nowhere near the verge of death. Rather, 
the three Company commanders were so disgusted and enraged at the sight of them, that 
they didn't even wait to march them, in full-dress uniform, before of a firing squad; the 
Neverendians were executed and buried on the spot.) 
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While the soldiers were busy indulging in fiction, Macy Phillips, who by now, had 
managed to move up in rank to Lieutenant-Officer, was busy pouring over the tactical 
and logistical setups and diagrams of his peers. Within the comfort of the Allied officer's 
barracks, well away from the front lines, Phillips had been having a string of notable, 
though not definitive, successes. Though none of his decisions had direct impact in the 
field, he was blessed with an acute ability to forward minor, though not trivial, common-
sense abridgments to whatever policy was at hand. Many of his superiors insisted that 
the reason behind his early logistical successes were twofold. One, he had never risen 
through the ranks from the ground up and had never experienced the horror of battle on 
the field. Two, as he came onto the Continent somewhat later with the First Canadian 
Contingent, he was never forced to deal directly with the disappointment of the Marne, 
the First Battle of Ypres, the Naval Gallipoli campaign, or the loss at Neuve Chapelle. 
The heartbreak which followed these campaigns had somewhat reduced officer gumption 
in committing solely to the offensive—they could now only rely on the decrees of the 
politicians to make it so. In either case, it seemed that some moral geist stained the air 
across the Western Front, because the Germans had decided to abandon the offensive as 
well. The defensive strategy employed by both sides was less a tactical maneuver than an 
attempt, however temporary, by each side to regain its moral bearings. Phillips' had 
never, as of yet, been so severely tested. 
The sole cause of his discontent during his early days in the officer's barracks 
located a good thirty-five miles behind the support-line trenches was that despite sending 
out over seventy-six telegrams to the aforementioned New England Iron Baron (in the 
small timespan of nine weeks—all done in secret, of course), he had yet to receive any 
reply. In Salisbury, he had masterfully opened up the logistical and bureaucratic space 
for twelve men, none of whom, unbeknownst to Phillips, existed anymore. From 
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Salisbury, he had managed to carry over twelve sets, all neatly fashioned and fastened, of 
soldier's equipment including rations, equipment, boots, razors, masks, service rum and 
haversacks, each with a complementary copy of Tennyson's poems inside. Each man had 
a name, inoculation record and company stripes. They were as real as anyone on paper, 
but not yet in action. Phillips waited eagerly for news from home. In the interim, he 
managed to stash the twelve sets beneath his bunk in the officer's chambers so as not to 
draw suspicion (he had the issued Lee Enfields stored in a spare gun locker sealed off 
with a padlock that he, naturally, had brought along). Having given each one of the men 
impeccable records, he was forced, on several occasions, to defer the demands of some of 
his superior officers to make the acquaintance of one of these fine chaps. When 
commandeering generals looked over any relevant paperwork pertaining to any one of 
them, Phillips would merely add that that particular soldier had been selected to engage in 
trial and error field communication experiments away from the front line, an initiative, of 
course, that was being carried out under his, the Postmaster's, supervision. Innovative 
new exercises in laying cables in mud were being carried out as they spoke. Phillips 
would then proceed to direct the General in question's eyes out onto the field, some 
seventy yards down across the horizon through the doubled-paned glass of the army 
officer's window facing the Western Front. "Are you daft man! I see nothing out there!" 
was always the initial retort. Yet with a mix of charm and prodding, Phillips always 
managed to convince the General to believe in the existence of an apparition, a spectre of 
soldiers who did not exist and who were carrying out exercises that weren't actually 
happening. Eventually, the given General would relent, choosing instead to move on in 
pointing out other infelicities to others. Phillips managed to convince himself that he 
wasn't being entirely deceitful. According to military protocol, those men actually did 
exist, in some fashion or other. To point out at an apparition was simply to have the 
General buy into all that existed of that particular soldier at the moment. Of course, each 
one of them would come into being, that is, their physical form would materialize soon 
enough; but for now, the apparition would have to suffice. This charade proved entirely 
effective until one day, a General Prudence, casually rifling through papers spread out 
leisurely on Phillips' desk, brought up the name of F. Stan Trottier. 'You have an F. Stan 
Trottier here? How unusual. That's an unusual name, don't you think so?' Phillips 
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agreed cordially. 'I know of another F. Stan. Trottier too. He came over with the 
Canadians and is in C Company, I believe, 85th Batallion. This is not the same fellow is 
it?' Prudence stared forcefully for a moment at the stat sheet before him. 'Well, these 
stripes certainly don't match. Is your man about 5' 9", say one-eighty?' Before Phillips 
could put his hands on the relevant papers, Prudence had already sorted through the 
information he needed. 'Imagine! Same name, same particulars, different Companies. 
Well, stranger things have happened in this war.' Phillips gave him a cursory glance and 
explained that this particular F. Stan had been selected to engage in experimental 
operations away from the front to improve trench line communications. Prudence 
seemed entirely satisfied and charged Phillips to carry on. Prudence certainly did, with 
neither much suspicion nor concern. 
Yet hearing that name repeated and having the physical form described by 
Prudence match the exact height and weight Phillips had scrawled down on a piece of 
foolscap when he and the Iron Magnate were drawing up their modest master plan before 
Phillips had left for Valcartier gave Phillips the chills. With no news yet from the 
telegraph office, Phillips now had the opportunity to bring to life, or at least to explore 
the strange possibility of bringing to life, one-twelfth of the grand creation he had begun 
just over a year ago under the auspices of the Iron Magnate. 
Locating the whereabouts of this new F. Stan Trottier was easy enough. 
According to Army Records, he was, indeed, part of the Company General Prudence had 
noted. Signing out a staff car, Phillips' first venture out past the rear support trenches 
was carried out in the name of claiming one of his missing men. He noticed the stench of 
the Front immediately, mostly of rotting horse flesh, and drove with one hand on the 
wheel while keeping a rag to his mouth and moustache. He snaked his way along the 
roads, avoiding the thick, sticky patches of mud and sludge. Occasionally, he had to 
force down the accelerator pedal repeatedly as the only time the nausea really hit him, for 
whatever reason, was when he was at a complete standstill. Before landing at the 85th 
Battalion's encampment, he had managed to wretch a few times, discarding half a roll of 
Army tissue on the way. Upon arriving, he quickly signaled the Company Commander, 
who met with him away from the curiosity of the men in the trench, most of whom 
continued to pick and spade away at the clay with notable fervor. Phillips handed him the 
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relevant paperwork, saying little and retching often. The Company Commander promptly 
returned to the line to fetch Trottier, charging him with official Army decree claiming 
that he had been chosen to carry out experimental communication exercises away from 
the frontlines to better assist and improve the Allied war effort. Trottier had little 
objection. He drew some boos and jeers from the men, but parked himself comfortably 
next to Phillips on the leather seating of the Crossley and they puttered off and away back 
to the safety of the Officer's Barracks. 
Once they touched base, Trottier, being a soldier, immediately inquired what his 
new duties would entail. Communications—that's all he was told for Phillips had not 
thought that far ahead in his scheme. Where he began by pointing out a hypothetical 
exercise being carried out by imaginary men, he now had a hypothetical man whom he 
had to convince to carry out an imaginary exercise. He was unsure of what to do with 
Trottier seeing as he still had no word from the other militia members. It was unlikely 
that Trottier knew anything about him and for some strange reason, Phillips had no 
intention of betraying his true motives—perhaps because he himself, as of yet, was still 
unsure as to what they were. Immediately he tried to imagine filling the imaginary void 
he had created in his own mind and in the minds of the Generals by actually having 
Trottier test out new field and radio equipment just beyond the view of his double-paned 
glass window. Trottier would then serve as a true stand-in and redeem all the lies Phillips 
had told earlier—or, at least, with one fell swoop, quash any lingering doubts those 
Generals might have had about Phillips' claims. This did not interest him, though. He 
knew he could handle the Generals. Yet for whatever reason, he found he could not 
handle Trottier. He felt his disingenuousness easily verifiable in his presence and could 
not come up with an exercise, imaginary or otherwise, to occupy the simple mind of the 
soldier now standing before him. Perhaps he just wanted to start off on the right foot. 
Whatever the case, Trottier made the first move: 
"So what are all these papers for?" 
"They're just reports. Reports to help us win the war. You must have these all 
over your barracks." 
"Barracks?" 
"Or your trenches, I mean." 
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"Oh ya. These ones aren't folded up, that's all." 
"You ever read them?" 
"They don't really interest me." 
"Aren't you interested in winning the war?" 
"Not really—that's not my job." 
The sincerity of this last statement stung Phillips unexpectedly. If the men in the field 
weren't interested in winning the war, what chance could the Allies have for victory? 
Not even the published reports were enough to raise morale. And suddenly, it dawned on 
Phillips what he needed Trottier to do. He needed him write a new pamphlet, or, perhaps, 
a series of them, outlining what the Allies should do to win this war. Trottier rebutted 
that he wasn't much of a writer of anything but Phillips had none of it. Trottier could 
even dictate if he wanted and Phillips would call in a runner to take shorthand. He 
assigned Trottier an assistant, a desk, a typewriter, a kerosene lamp and six sharpened 
standard 2B pencils. Hesitant to write anything down, Trottier did nonetheless like the 
idea of dictating. He had never done something so bold before. So it was the runner who 
took up the first sharpened pencil in hand and began scribbling as Trottier had his 
thoughts put to paper. 
Begun in good spirits then, the first pamphlet Trottier produced, which would 
ultimately prove to be his last, began with the bold assertion that certain fundamental 
errors had to be corrected in order to make the soldiers in the field believe that the Allies 
had a hope in hell of winning this war. His first little treatise, then, filled with diagrams 
and sketches, turned out to be a fifty-two page polemic highlighting the inadequacies of 
the Allied uniform—headgear, in particular. Despite the fact that the Canadian 
contingent had been issued hats made of cloth, the flattened steel 'bowler' look of the 
British soldiers weren't much better. Not in terms of utility but in terms of sleekness, 
these helmets were sub-par. They tended to slide forwards, covering the stern brow of 
the proud soldier. It looked as though the entire outfit were resting on a saucer. In 
comparison, those of their German counterparts had high, forward front faces curving 
elegantly around the cranium, making the enemy look as though they had much larger 
skulls than their Allied counterparts; in turn, it was much easier to buy into the rampant 
rumours circulating throughout the Allied trenches that beneath that serious, stylish, and 
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altogether Gothic-looking German helmet was housed a bigger and necessarily better 
German brain. 
Trottier was grateful for the opportunity to vent in the fashion that he did. He had 
never raised his concerns with his Company Commander in the field for fear that his 
protest would lead to the issuance of the British helmet instead—perhaps a practical, but 
not a fashionable, improvement. Had he to choose, Trottier was much happier wearing 
the Canadian beret. Nevertheless, for Trottier, an error of sorts still existed and now that 
he had been able to articulate it in a way that made sense to him—which was certainly the 
most difficult part of the problem—there was no good reason to feel that the problem 
would not be rectified. The promise of such rectification spurred Trottier on to complete 
the first part of the strange and novel new task Phillips had set before him. In one sitting 
with the help of the assigned runner/scribe, Trottier worked at a feverish pace. In four 
short hours, during which not even Phillips interrupted, he managed to produce a 
considerable output. When the finishing touches were placed, exhaustion immediately 
beset him. He opened the door to the adjacent ante room and found a bed and clean 
quilts. He had not slept in such luxury for over thirteen months now. He was unaware 
that he was taking up Phillips' sleeping quarters but, in the long run, it did not matter. 
Phillips, who did not interrupt three hours of Trottier's work, also did not interrupt ten 
consecutive hours of Trottier's first sleep away from the trenches. (Nor was Trottier, 
upon waking the next morning, at all grateful—he simply did not understand that there 
was anything to be grateful about.) 
As he snored away peacefully, Phillips went over the work Trottier had just 
completed. He was moved, once again, by its sincerity. He had hoped that taking a first 
hand account of a soldier's misgivings about the war would lead to swifter action. He 
had been previously appalled by soldier's testimonies about the horrors of trench life, or, 
more precisely, with the horrors of life in Allied trenches. He had heard that German 
technology and equipment was far superior than Allied ones. Certain soldiers 
complained that the leather which the Germans used to make their gas masks was not 
only more durable, but comfortable as well. And the absurdity of the multicoloured 
German sandbags was quickly redeemed as Allied snipers found it increasingly difficult 
to make out enemy movement through gaps in a varicoloured wall. Allied sandbags, 
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uniform and tan in colour may have had more to do with German sniper success than 
German marksmanship. Clever and detailed analysis of their misfortunes and tactical 
missteps were certainly common currency among Allied soldiers. Yet here before him 
and for the first time was testimony straight from the source, first-hand field knowledge. 
That Trottier began his polemic by railing against the inadequacy of Allied equipment 
hardly caught Phillips by surprise. That had been the nature of the narrative detailing 
Allied inadequacies thus far. Yet the novelty of Trottier's approach was in his ability to 
highlight not tactical error, but perhaps something more in line with 'morale-error.' 
Phillips wanted to do his best to ensure that the Allies would indeed be victorious, yet 
that evening, he was reminded of how many variables he could never be in control of. 
And even those he could control were being controlled much better and much more 
efficiently by the Germans anyhow. How had the Germans known, from the outset, that 
this war would last so long? How did they know to occupy the high ground? The story of 
the war so far had been summed up succinctly by Trottier, in fact. It was as if the 
Germans had already fought in this war in another life. Rationale told Phillips that both 
the Allies and the Germans began their ordeals at the same time, but certain tactical and 
morale missteps on their part, that the Germans never seemed to have had a problem 
dealing with, had Phillips raise an eyebrow or two; he was beginning to lose hope. 
Phillips responded to his momentary lapse and fit of terror he felt the night Trottier 
produced his first and last report by proceeding, from then on and during every spare 
moment, to pour over the countless number of Field Reports published by the Allied 
Press. And over the course of the next eleven months, what he found was not a string of 
localized disasters improving as the war effort carried on, but contradictions, logical 
fallacies, stupidities, aporias, error, everywhere. Though one could easily chalk up the 
plethora of tactical infelicities in this war to time constraints, communications constraints, 
technological constraints, geographical constraints among a host of other constraints, 
Phillips found Field Reports which repeated themselves, which admonished the same 
lessons on two different occasions! What was the point of the first one? Obviously, to 
reduce error the second time around. Yet there it was again! The same lesson in print. 
Phillips' knees went weak as he had his final revelation. The problem could not have 
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been communication (the pamphlet had been printed), nor could it have been 
technological or geographical; the relative lack of geographic space and time between the 
two reports was such that technological and geographical constraints would have been, or 
at least should have been, next to nil. Now, there was no decisive way to know if the 
Field Reports had ever been effective at all, if they would ever be effective in future. 
Then why was he spending so much time pouring over them? The truth of victory was 
the truth of error—try n' see and hope for the best. There was no redemption—one 
man's defeat did not ensure the next man's victory. The fifty-four thousand who died on 
the first day at the Somme were a monument dedicated to error. What tactical lesson had 
not only been learned, but implemented because of it? None! This was not the way to 
conduct war. The evilness of this entire operation began to seethe inside Phillips' brain. 
He felt dizzy and sat down to regroup. Beneath his left palm was a Field Report with a 
symmetrical, solid red border surrounding equally symmetrical text. It had been 
confiscated, if he recalled correctly, on a routine trench inspection. There were scribbles 
on the back—what looked like a map. And on the front a title: Pamphlet 19: The Story 
of the Battle of Mount Sorrel. 
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The Somme Transcendence 
July 1916 
Mount Sorrel had been a disaster. Three weeks afterwards, Private Kramden returned to 
his platoon, embittered, jaded, and in time to take part in the largest all out Allied assault 
against the Germans on the Western Front to date: the Battle of the Somme. Reunited 
with Crewe and Wells, Kramden made no mention of the man the three of them had first 
met under the Chaplain's tent at Valcartier, and whom Kramden had watched being 
blown sky high. Crewe and Wells were caught up in the trench buzz circulating over and 
around the battle Kramden had just returned from. Despite his veritable connection to 
these rumours, and despite even the fact that they involved a French Canadian soldier 
from whom the three of them had received benediction at Valcartier, both Crewe and 
Wells felt it inappropriate to raise the possibility of fictional happenings occurring at a 
place and to a face who had just experienced the very real horrors and shortcomings of 
battle. 
Yet the word in the trench now told the story of the cowardly Hare Krishnas. 
These cowards, or Hare Krishnas, had rejected conscription as conscientious objectors 
but were nonetheless aggressively pursued by military scouts who considered their clarity 
of vision an asset in the field (despite whatever philosophical objection they might have 
to the war). These Hare Krishnas were eventually forced to take their practice 
underground, though the clairvoyance for which they were so sought after could not 
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prevent them from choosing a logistically incompatible site of worship, incompatible that 
is, with the Allied war effort on the Western Front. 
It was said that the bombs that went off at Mount Sorrel were the ones that 
ultimately exposed underground pathways to their outfit, forcing the Hare Krishnas up 
and out of their subterranean existence. Damage, it was said, was not extensive and 
repairs easily made but these particular Hare Krishnas, remember, were cowardly—so 
cowardly in fact that they were now perfectly willing to fight for the Allied cause. Yet 
the recruiting officer saw no proof of the clairvoyance his office so coveted, as any true 
clairvoyant would never have chosen as a place of worship the ground beneath Mount 
Sorrel. The Hare Krishnas pleaded, but to no avail. Lacking real-world proof of their 
clairvoyance, the only thing the specific military recruiting officer now had evidence of 
was their cowardice—and cowardice, at that point in the war, was not a salable trait to a 
French army obsessed with elan. 
Disappointed, the cowardly Hare Krishnas did not return to their practice, but 
rather, did what any coward would do. They ran. 
Abandoning their fortress, rumour began to spread of a French Canadian deserter 
who had managed to stumble on the underground establishment through no concerted act 
or deliberation on his part. Thus, as fate and not decree had put him in this most holiest 
of spots on the Western Front, it seemed entirely logical that one Antoine Descalier's 
desertion was not real-world evidence of his cowardice but necessarily of his 
clairvoyance. 
Kramden, for his part, removed himself from the soldier talk, unwilling even to 
familiarize himself with the latest editions of soldier fantasy fiction. He had his own 
papers, which he kept guarded inside a satchel that he stored away in a secret funkhole 
that only Crewe and Wells knew about but would not dare invade. It seemed to Crewe 
that Kramden had received literature of a different sort, perhaps, during his time away 
from the company. Different enough, anyhow, that the myths and rumours that managed 
to circulate within their own trench unit no longer interested him. As Crewe and Wells 
went on with their childish stories of heavenly angels who guided the British soldiers 
safely out of Mons, Kramden seemed off in his own world, dazed somewhat, and 
imprecise. It was not madness; Crewe was certain. But he had lost a certain toughness. 
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He no longer preached at the boys the way he used to; it was as if his principle had dried 
up. The three of them and their platoon were scheduled to go over the top in 
approximately four and a half days. There was little preparation to be made until then. 
The rapid spread of gossip at that time might very well have been attributed to the 
scandal of the upcoming offensive—that is, gossip as a means of removing oneself from 
the proximity of scandal. 
What was entirely scandalous to all the men was not that the Allies lacked 
adequate forces or preparation heading into the Somme, but that the buildup for this 
offensive had been so laborious, so time-consuming, and so massive, that not a single 
soul on the Western Front was unaware of its mobilization. Not only were the Germans 
aware of the Allied efforts in organizing the coming onslaught, but Allied high command 
was aware that the Germans were aware and had no reasonable quip or piece of 
propaganda to quell the soldiers who countered with the fact that lacking, so blatantly, 
any element of surprise whatsoever, the upcoming offensive just might turn out to be a 
disaster. The new recruits came ill equipped themselves, and so the order was, for the 
sake of simplicity, simply to charge ahead. The story now was that artillery would bomb 
No Man's Land to smithereens, paving the way for a continual flow of infantry into 
German territory. There was very little romance to this one: if both sides are sacrificing 
men at the same rate the Allies were destined to win, simply because they had more men. 
Hence, if this was to be the decisive blow the Allies were hoping for, the men themselves 
could not have done less to prepare for it. 
Going over the top was hardly complicated. Wait for the cue then over the top. As 
Kramden, Crewe, and Wells waited for zero hour, they took in their allotted ration of 
rum, but really, their nerves were quite calm. Kramden had on a look of an automaton; it 
was this look that Crewe sought to mimic, and subsequently, so did Wells. Ritual 
followed: the three of them mouthed the words of the Lord's Prayer, but the gesture was 
meaningless. When the whistle finally blew, Kramden wasted little time. With a blank 
look on his face, he faced his destiny. Crewe and Wells could only follow, as did the 
one-hundred and eleven men of C Company. 
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After the first wave of attacks, when C Company had finally managed to overrun 
and capture their assigned salient (a mere twelve yards in front of their original front line 
position) the ratio of survival worked out to be one in three and though they were 
separated down the line, the three men, who had originally shared some manner of 
revelatory experience just two months shy of two years earlier at the sweat lodge 
ceremony at Valcartier, all managed to survive this ordeal by what could only be 
described post-battle as some type of daimonic intervention. All three, though spatially 
separated, occupied a zone of mutual temporal contemplation whereby each of them 
surrendered any will to live and instead gave way to some grand and cosmic version of 
mechanization. Neither one of them would have said that they were under the influence 
of anything divine, but each one of them allowed themselves to be manipulated by 
something inhuman, something cold and artificial which, nonetheless, managed to move 
all three of them out of harm's way. Obstacles were everywhere; the enemy was 
nowhere. Just ahead of them, sunlight covered a green knoll beneath a grand and 
looming firmament of blue sky. With eyes wide open, the three men carried on blind, 
occupying a strange battlefield where the enemy's body was unseen and so too were their 
technological extensions. They were assailed by all sorts of projectiles, strange satellites, 
and futuristic sounds, yet despite the chaos and even the relative lack of direction, each 
man knew that in order to survive, neither ingenuity nor stubbornness would save them— 
but faith, for each man felt as though they had done this before. Some strange power 
guided their paths across No Man's Land that morning forcing them to make arbitrary 
turns of faces, ducks and leaps across what could have been perfectly harmless tracts of 
mud. It was as though they were under remote control; they did not break step, and it 
couldn't have been strictly in their interest to survive: they were being chosen to survive. 
Projectile approaching left: calmly turn right. Explosions throw you to the ground: 
calmly resume time. Men falling all about; it was simply their time. The three of them, 
part of the first wave of infantry on the Somme that morning, survived the slaughter of C 
Company, six men dead for the sake of their three lives. 
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Afterwards, when the day's horrors were over, the three of them were ordered back to the 
reserve trenches, as their leg of front line trench duty was at an end. Suffering from an 
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assortment of broken bones and minor cuts, the three of them were whisked away to the 
British Casualty Clearing Station at Mont de Cats overlooking the Flanders Plain. The 
sheer absurdity of their luck in not only surviving the disastrous first day at the Somme, 
but subsequently, in being able to remove themselves from frontline duty and the many 
bloody days to follow may have been recourse for the type of sheer elation that could 
only be expressed through some version of veneration and awed silence. Awaiting 
treatment well away from the madness of the offensive, Private Kramden, finally, could 
hold in his frustration no longer. So great was Kramden's resentment at that moment that 
Private Crewe felt compelled at least to try to abate some of Kramden's wrath (Wells 
could only listen in silence). He did his very best: 
"They send us out as part of the biggest Allied offensive to date, and we still don't 
have Enfields." 
"All Canadian divisions have them now. That was the word from Byng. I'm not 
sure why we don't have them," replied Crewe. "But it didn't cost us. I mean, we're still 
alive." 
"Jim. They wiped out C Company." 
Crewe had to concede here. He tried to regain himself: "But like our C.C. says, 
you should be lucky you have a rifle at all. The Russians are being sent out with 
pitchforks and wooden clubs." 
"You think I should be grateful to the Empire? Grateful that they gave me a 
weapon to hold as I die?" 
"Beats being a Russian." 
"Too bad for the Russians! I am being asked to die in a war I don't want to fight 
in. The officers should at least give me the best weapon." 
Crewe could feel himself coming of age: "But it's a luxury. If you were a 
Russian, you would be in the same situation, but worse off because you wouldn't even 
have a gun. You should be thankful the Empire can afford such luxuries." 
"But it's not for my sake that the government should give me a proper rifle. It's 
entirely for their sake. I'm already being forced to fight against my will. If they give me 
a shitty rifle, then they just ensure they lose the war. That I lose my life in no way factors 
into the calculation. Currie will never say, 'Give me a better rifle so my men will live.' 
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He'll say, 'Give me a better rifle so we can win this war.' So what do I have to be 
grateful for? They don't give a shit about my gratitude or my indignation. All they care 
about is winning." 
"But they can't win unless they find a way to keep us men alive. So your best 
interest is their best interest." 
"Are you crazy? This is war. Whether I live or die doesn't matter to them. If it 
was in their best interest to save as many lives as possible, they'd call a truce and 
surrender already. Their interests have nothing to do with my interests. They'll kill as 
many of us as it takes as long as it ensures victory. They are interested in winning. I am 
interested in living." 
"But you're not the slightest bit thankful you're not a Russian right now?" 
"Look, both the Russians and the British are being asked to die, and for what?" 
"To preserve our way of life. So that we don't have to live under the rule of an 
aggressor. And not everyone can have the best weapons. If technology were the only 
variable, the Germans would have won by now. But an army wins by the resolve and 
toughness of its soldiers." 
"And what happens when that toughness can't make up the slack? Who gets 
pummeled?" 
"The soldiers." 
"Wrong. The soldiers get pummeled anyway." 
"Okay, ultimately it's the King, or the Kaiser, or the Czar ..." Crewe hesitated 
before regaining his position. "But our fates are tied to the King's. If he loses, who 
knows how we'll end up." 
"What do I care? So long as I'm alive." 
"But even that's not guaranteed—under German rule, I mean." 
"Listen to yourself. So I die to ensure that / might not die?" 
"Well, how long would you like to live under German rule, do you think?" 
"What's the difference? I live under English rule already. As long as I can read 
my dailies, earn a wage and feed my dog, that's all I need. Do you think the Germans 
would have a problem with that?" 
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"Well no. But why should we relent? They were the aggressors." Crewe could 
feel the momentum slipping. 
"But why should / fight because of it? Like I say. That has nothing to do with 
me. It has nothing to do with any of us, yet we're the ones dying. The powers that be 
can change. What do I care who holds the crown? It makes no difference to me. I just 
want to live. That's all." 
"But to live is to want to die for your country. To live is to want to die—" 
Crewe was cutoff by his own logic. Kramden glared at him; he lowered his head. 
At any other moment in time, the exchange between Privates Kramden and Crewe would 
have been forgotten in the manner of a misguided barroom brawl. Yet like he had been 
told during his training at Salisbury, there were no seven ages out here, only the one 
military age. If the coming of age meant making sense out of the nonsensical, Crewe 
understood at that moment that perhaps manhood was beyond his grasp. He could not 
rationalize away his survival along with both Kramden's and Wells'; he was long enough 
in the tooth to know that nothing divine has stepped out onto the field that day to save 
them. He feared that it was nothing more than him accepting his place among the 
randomness of the universe; and though he feared it, he accepted it. Though such a 
thought was not comforting, he would rather suffer the reality of chance than subscribe to 
some inane and puerile notion of fate or destiny. Kramden was right; there were simply 
too many good people out there dead or dying for Crewe to believe that only the three of 
them were worthy of God's favour. It would be a double-crime against the dead to 
believe it. No, he finally understood that the war could teach him nothing. The only 
thing the war could teach him was to kill—not only others, but also himself. 
Contemplation had to be axed. The only remaining tool Crewe would have at his 
disposal would be one of imitation, and because he knew that only perdition would result 
in his cold and efficient mimicry of the British super soldier, what he needed now was a 
model worthy of imitating, someone who was so downtrodden by the war as to give up 
fighting, but not so downtrodden that the spark of life, the elan that guided men through 
the requisite ages or stages, had been extinguished. Pushing himself to mimic Kramden, 
he knew, would mean deserting the war and would require courage. This was precisely 
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what Crewe now sought to call up from within: the courage necessary to be considered a 
coward. 
The three of them had been anesthetized in order to get a good night's sleep; prior 
to that was the last time Crewe and Wells would see Kramden as a member of C 
Company. Actually, Crewe did get to see him one last time early the following morning. 
Kramden shook him out of deep sleep. Groggy and shaking, Crewe could faintly make 
out the figure of Kramden standing over him; for all he could tell, Kramden was sharp 
and alert—he must have willed himself out of unconsciousness. He placed a map and 
pamphlet in Crewe's right hand which he could not manage to grasp tightly, and left with 
these parting words: 
"When you see it, and you will, at Courcelette, leave. This is where you'll find 
me." 
When both men had regained consciousness the next morning, Crewe recalled his 
strange dream to Wells, yet the fiction of his reverie was dispelled when Wells spotted 
the papers Kramden had handed to Crewe the night before stuck between the brass bar of 
the bed-frame and mattress. 
"What's it say, what's it say?" Wells implored. 




Underground to Canada 
Privates James Crewe and Anderson Wells were on their way to Vimy Ridge. They were 
still three miles away from their intended target when their Platoon Commander, Jack 
Titus, crawling out into No Man's Land to record the flow of German soil across their 
defense trenches, was shot squarely in the left temple. Crewe still had Kramden's map 
in his back pocket of course, and even though the British had indeed introduced the new 
steel monster at Courcelette, Crewe had hoped that the war and its (his) efforts could still 
be redeemed by the organizational rigour of one newly appointed Platoon Commander, 
Jack Titus. Upon his death, however, Crewe felt little sadness, for Titus was hardly the 
replacement for Kramden he had hoped for. Holding both Kramden's pamphlet and 
Titus' before him, he knew that no measure of organizational knowledge could now save 
the beleaguered Allied war effort. And suddenly, all the plans, drills, and field rehearsals 
that had gone on to ensure a victory in the Allied quest to capture Vimy Ridge seemed 
utterly pointless. Perhaps Crewe had Titus to thank for this, because suddenly, as his 
torchlight only provided faint flickerings of light thereby making it all but impossible to 
decipher Titus' scrawls, Crewe had a change of heart. Though Wells began to fret, 
Crewe remained unnaturally calm. He told Anderson that he had the plans burned 
adequately enough within his mind that the two of them could effectively keep picking 
away at the dirt in something akin to, but not quite, total darkness. They carried on, 
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Crewe doing the bulk of the work, while Wells, somehow, managed to fall into a deep 
reverie. 
0 
He dreamed that the two of them were digging, downwards, until they made it 
somewhere close to the centre of the earth. Suddenly, molten lava sprang from behind 
their axes and seeped out onto the floor of hard shale and bedrock beneath them. Yet 
without thinking, they kept on digging until the work of their axes had torn away enough 
earth that the flaming magma the earth had hidden away from the eyes of men since 
before man had roamed the earth spilled out in waves, flooding their passageway and 
consuming their feet. Despite the fact that each of them could feel their flesh welt and 
blister and cook, both men tried desperately to attack the oncoming lava with their 
pickaxes, which were quickly eaten away. Their passageway was further flooded with 
searing heat and the smell of what Wells could only assume was scorching brimstone. 
Hundreds of tiny flames materialized and expired, making a sharp sizzle sound. The 
layer of liquid that started at their soles rose up past their ankles and feet until it 
threatened to consume their knees as well. Wells knew that once their legs buckled, they 
would no longer be able to dig and would drown in the lake of fire. They had to reach 
their target before it was too late. But the flowing magma did not subside and as an 
obstacle, was something they simply had not the tools to contend with. Wells reached 
into his haversack to find some tool or training manual detailing how to deal with wave 
upon wave of molten lava. He found none. His knees buckled. But before inhaling the 
hot liquid, he awoke. 
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Picking up his axe, he rushed to find Crewe, moving up an incline now and unsure of 
how much more cavern he had managed to dig out without him. With some furor now, 
both of them blasted away at the hardened chalk and mud before them. In some great 
synchronized flourish of blows, both men reached an end of sorts. It was not lava that 
spewed forth from their concluding blows at the earth but light—a daylight they had not 
seen for the past seventy-two hours. As it spewed into their passageway, they spewed out 
of their passageway, stumbling into a massive crater which had to be at least twenty-five 
feet deep at the lowest point of its trough and up and around to the sides to the surface of 
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the earth. As they tumbled out of the ground and onto it, they were looked down upon by 
a man dressed in a strange gallimaufry of Hessian covering and medical gauze. Though 
it took some time to discern his face, both Crewe and Wells recognized it as the one they 
had seen some thirty months earlier at Valcariter. Of course, during that time, they had 
heard many rumours and the one about the existence of a spiritual ashraam founded by a 
clairvoyant French Canadian former clergyman who had gone AWOL from the 24th 
Victoria Rifles out of Montreal was hardly the most fantastic or memorable, yet 
somehow, the existence of this one negated the veracity of all other ones the way 
boredom could not when men discussed a plethora of rumours in the trenches. Though 
technically, if the existence of the ashraam was real, then so too could exist the German 
Supersoldier, a fraternity of nocturnal flesh eaters roaming aimlessly across No Man's 
Land, or the ghosts of the men who had died under Henry V at Agincourt. Seeing is 
believing, perhaps—but somehow, seeing Descalier before them was not only to believe 
in something, but to simultaneously disbelieve in nothing (or nothings). The doubt of 
their wanderings in darkness through underground caverns had been redeemed. 
Though it had been six months since the premonition scribbled down on paper 
had indeed appeared before them at Courcelette, for whatever reason, they had put off 
their duty to Kramden. Perhaps it was destined that way. 





Life in the Ashraam 
The morning stand to arms was forgone but, each day, two hours before morning glow, 
Antoine Descalier and his Understudies would wake. Morning protocols officially began 
when Private Jax spotted the German reconnaissance plane flying far off in the distance. 
Each man covered the lengths of his arms and upper torsos with cool and manageable 
clay. Metal items were left behind in an excavated dugout, where the sun's rays could 
not reach them, and because even their undergarments were stained thoroughly with 
Flanders' mud, they had no need for camouflage. A bushel of hay, wrapped in linen and 
dipped in kerosene was placed atop an old discarded wooden crutch and a match was 
struck against a block of alabaster flint. The nine of them dressed lightly in their flour 
sac garments followed Descalier down the two-hundred and twenty-two wooden steps 
through the tunnel that led to a cavernous wonder carved out of the limestone and 
bedrock below the Somme River. The roar of the rushing water overhead resounded 
throughout and its residual waters ran peacefully down the sides of several hundred 
mighty stalactites before depositing themselves, drop by single drop, into one of a myriad 
of tiny pools lining the undulating cavern floor. The sounds and echoes of water droplets 
hitting the outer skin of clear and translucent freshwater pools were entirely enchanting 
and everywhere the water bent and toyed with existing light to create strange colours and 
neon glows. 
Against the moving and relatively luminous atmosphere, the morning ritual down 
below was undertaken as a means of spiritual cleansing—ablution—ridding the body of 
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any and all manner of waste, excreta or otherwise. Beginning on lower ground and with 
an utterance, in this case, the name of a fallen soldier whom Descalier had known or 
heard of at Neuve Chapelle—the first great Allied disaster—the soldiers proceeded to 
relieve themselves, each concealed from the view of one another yet each performing the 
prescribed rituals in order to validate their reentry into the ashraam. Standing was not 
permitted during urination and the process was to be guided with the left hand beneath 
the member, spraying three times in the same direction. Resting only on the left foot, 
defecation followed. The anus was then cleaned with three clean stones and the penis 
wiped in three places on a single stone. If more filth remained anywhere on the body, 
then more stones were permitted, first five then seven, as it was preferable to finish 
cleaning with an odd number. After discharge, the soldiers moved to higher ground 
where they proceeded to wash hands and clean teeth. Using standard Army issued 
toothpicks—five thousand to a canister—teeth were scraped clean then brushed and the 
entirety of faces, arms, and upper torsos were doused thrice, removing the hardened mud 
from their skins and most remnants of body hair torn off with the removal of hardened 
clay. Once ablutions were complete, the men lined up in single file to follow Descalier 
back up the wooden steps and into the ashraam. Upon reentry, they were required to 
make their first step with their right foot, the second with their left, and so on. 
Until midday, four tasks were to occupy each man. Despite the fact that any sort 
of firing was strictly prohibited within the ashraam, the first encompassed a meticulous 
process of rifle care, which remained an integral part of daily soldierly life. After 
removing the oiler and gauze pull-through from the rifle's butt end, the entire contraption 
was carefully pointed at forty-five degrees toward the east. Facing west, then, the soldier 
dropped the steel alloy inside the front of the barrel, carrying with it the unraveling loops 
of the pull-through. In one swift motion, from breech to muzzle, the pull through was 
removed. If any part of the pull-through jammed inside the bore, the gun was 
immediately taken to Descalier. Otherwise, the same action was repeated thrice, and grit 
and grime removed from the gauze pull-through with the fingertips. Next, the rifle was to 
be rinsed, then oiled. One man, at all times, attended an impressive, black iron pot and 
ladle, here issuing out canisters of boiling water to the soldiers, who were to pour water 
once again down the muzzle using the army issued steel funnel. In order to prevent 
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rusting, a chamber stick wrapped with flannelette was next inserted, before a second 
flannelette, soaked in grease, was used to apply a film to the inner bore. The entire gun 
was then wiped down with an oily rag and swabs applied to the gas escapes, removing all 
dirt particles and dust. Within days, due to the lack of gunpowder and the daily cleaning 
routine, the guns at the ashraam were spotless. 
Next, each man was required to care for his bayonet, all of which were kept off of 
rifle muzzles and sheathed in leather casings before and after use. Sixty long and 
alternating strokes against granite kept the blade sharp, for the bayonet was to remain a 
useful tool, though not of the sort used to slash at human flesh. Once the blades were 
sharp, the men were free to perform the third task of personal grooming. After running 
the blade over a leather strop, use of the knife in this regard was recommended, but not 
mandatory. Others less daring retained their company issued Gillette safety razors for the 
job, and perked up whenever the runners had managed to retrieve fresh blades. Hair and 
fingernails were kept short with scissors, and all cotton garments were boiled regularly as 
a measure of delousing. The three tasks thus far could be performed in any order, but the 
fourth had to occupy the time and space just prior to midday. This task was one of 
reflection. 
Sermons were usually good food for thought, and were issued to the men only 
under the correct revelatory parameters. Whenever it was that the planets were aligned 
was anyone's guess, but Descalier delivered his sermons after suffering the fits that were 
apt to strike him down at any time of the day or night. After considerable post-revelatory 
sleep, Descalier would tell Kramden to blow three times into a Platoon Commander's 
whistle to indicate that the men form a semi-circle around his person. The early 
revelations, as recorded in pen and ink before being typewritten onto pamphlet paper, 
dealt mostly with life in the ashraam, laying down a series of covenants designed to keep 
the ashraam in smooth working order. Seven of the eleven men were assigned specific 
tasks, on top of their daily responsibilities and no rotation of duties was in order. Each 
soldier performed simply what he was told to perform. Private Jax, the sniper, was 
assigned a reconnaissance role, and required to remain vigilant for hostile tanks or 
suspicious looking airplanes. Private Tilbury together with Private Greer were the 
designated runners, sent with map and reconnaissance information in hand to raid trench 
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camps and army tents for food, supplies and medicine. Privates Smith and Saunter had 
been assigned to pot duty. Standing, for the most part, beneath an army tarp raised on a 
diagonal, these two men were in charge of maintaining a strict ration of boiling hot water 
ready for use at all times. Though drinking water was brought to the men by the runners, 
Privates Smith and Saunter were also responsible for bringing water up to the ashraam 
from the stalactite pools below (usually by wheelbarrow), and maintaining the perpetual 
flame beneath the pot. The water, of course, was vital for keeping tools clothes guns 
sanitary. 
Crater and dugout maintenance occupied the afternoons. Wooden two-by-fours 
were wedged together at all corners of the dugouts, and wooden boards were then 
fastened onto the beams to form walls of considerable strength and appeal. (Two dugouts 
were maintained: one in which Descalier retired to receive his revelatory gifts, the other, 
where all manner of military pamphlets were kept, divine or otherwise.) The walls were 
then reinforced with sandbags, requiring considerable strength to both fill and pile up, 
one atop the other. The constant seismic sliding and shifting of the soft mud often had 
walls collapse as much as twice a day. In order to circumvent any such happenings 
(particularly in the ashraam's impressive archive room), Descalier had his men constantly 
take down the assembled sandbag walls and rebuild them daily, maintaining a strict 
standard of fortification. 
Finally, evenings were spent eating rations in private or going over pamphlets 
from the archives. Meals, like sermons, were to be ingested at no fixed time and place, 
and were to take place around the prescribed morning tasks of ablution, reflection, rifle-
cleaning and bayonet sharpening, with trench repair and public excurse occurring in the 
afternoons and evenings. Though his post-revelatory sermons were delivered in 
monologue form, Descalier encouraged and reveled in dialectical exchange, especially 
after the sermons were transcribed in pamphlet form for the entire gathering to peruse 
later on at their leisure. Pamphlet 8 was delivered at the behest of one of his 




A dialogic exchange between Achilles the soldier and his companion the tortoise 
just prior to their charge to go over the top! 
A soldier, mounted firmly on the back of a tortoise, is about to go over the 
top when he asks the tortoise, "What makes a soldier go over the top?" 
T: "That's easy," replies the tortoise. "Love of country." 
S: "Could you write that down?" 
T: "Certainly. 
"Premise 1: Everyone who loves their country will go over the top. 
"Premise 2: All soldiers love their country. 
"Conclusion 1: When asked, all soldiers will go over the top." 
S: "I see. But that is only if I believe your premises are true. It depends 
on a hypothetical being unarguably true, namely that everyone who loves 
their country will go over the top. 
T: "That's right." 
S: "But what if I don't believe that everyone who loves their country will go 
over the top?" 
T: "Then you are free to discard the conclusion." 
S: "But I don't want to discard the conclusion. I accept the conclusion. I 
want you to logically compel me to accept premises A and B." 
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T: "Based on what?" 
S: "The reality that thousands of soldiers are going over the top everyday." 
T: "How should I know?" 
S: "Well, we're going over the top right now." 
T: "Speak for yourself pal, I live in a shell. If anything, it should be me 
asking you why the hell soldiers go over the top." 
The scribe who both put down on paper, based on recall, the content of that exchange and 
who later handed it to Private Maxime the typist was Private Rick Kramden. The 
archivist, one Private Belicose, ensured, as always, that four copies of the pamphlet 
remained either in circulation within the ashraam, or were housed appropriately and 
according to number in its designated place in the library. (This, of course, leaves three 
followers without designated tasks: Privates Crewe and Wells, who arrived late, and 
Private Laing; these three would remain idle worshippers). In fact, it took the production 
of 18 pamphlets before Kramden could work up the audacity to essentially create, 
entirely from recall, the contents of what he regarded as content worthy of being put in 
the sacred tracts. The first 18, that is, were laboured over, checked and rechecked, with 
Descalier and the others, so that Descalier's exact words, in both order and inflection, 
were captured on paper to the very best of Kramden's ability. Fearing being called out on 
the inadequacy of his own intellectual powers of recall, Kramden was hesitant to show 
his initial creation to the master. Yet he was stunned to learn that Descalier had no 
qualms with his initiative whatsoever. In fact, he vehemently opposed any sort of 
asterisk or marker indicating that Pamphlet 19 be considered somehow out of rank with 
the others. According to Descalier, Kramden had undergone the necessary and self-
imposed critical scrutiny necessary to interpret, correctly, Descalier's words. Kramden 
shuddered. He understood, rightly, that Descalier's bestowal upon him gave him the 
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power to concoct all sorts of words and actions and attribute them to him as if they had 
really happened. He almost fainted from the responsibility. He did not raise the 
possibility of his own treachery, for he understood that Descalier understood that for him 
to commit such treachery would no longer constitute a betrayal of Descalier, but rather, a 
betrayal of himself. Perhaps this is why Descalier gave him such inordinate power. No 
matter. Kramden had no intention of altering reality. It was certain; everything he would 
put on paper would have to somehow be tied to, be mediated by, or be a reflection of, 
Descalier's true teachings. No tomfoolery here. 
The pamphlets closer to zero represented a time when language in the ashraam 
came mostly by dictate, and was not subject to the communal variances of the 
Understudies. One of the sermons, recorded in Pamphlet 2, described the happenings of 
an imaginary visit to the French town of Albert. Though the men were strictly forbidden 
to leave the ashraam (aside from the runners, Privates Greer and Tilbury), they were 
encouraged to travel beyond the confinement of the trench walls and out onto numerous 
sites of the battlefield within the comfort of their own minds. Listening then to the 
mediating voice of Antoine Descalier, words were effectively put into their mouths, 
experiences allotted to them, for all of which, the men were grateful. 
Pamphlet 2 
The hegira to Albert 
My Understudies. Today we are taking a trip away from the trench. But 
we will venture not out there amongst the others on the battlefield. But in 
here, within the ashraam, within the mind's eye. Close your eyes, all of 
you, and picture yourself a transparency. The bullets and mortars flow 
through you and cannot harm you. And the soldiers out there fighting and 
dying cannot see you. We are traversing across the mud, forty miles to 
the north and to the east. We are going to the ruins of the old French 
hamlet of Albert. We are approaching its outer gate and now, we are 
passing through the gate. We step onto the battered and bruised land. 
The town is deserted, and only ruins remain. We walk for sometime, 
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unable to make out monuments until we come to the remains of a lighted 
ruin. 
See yourselves approaching the lighted ruin, and Lo! It is the Old 
Basillica. The Virgin Mary and Child hold place there, but have 
succumbed to the blasts. They are on the verge of falling over, teetering 
over the steeple's edge some one-hundred and ninety feet in the sky. And 
you, Understudy Saunter, proclaim: "Whichever side knocks the statue 
down is set to win the war!" 
But look and see! The statue does not fall. 
So reply onto him, Understudy Jax: "He who knocks over the Virgin Mary 
and Child will bring devastation and loss upon himself!" 
But the Virgin Mary and the Child tell not of winning and losing. 
So reply unto him, Understudy Kramden: "The Virgin Mary is making 
sacrifice, offering up her Child that we may stop fighting." 
But unto that reply, Understudy Tilbury: "The Virgin Mary is not making 
sacrifice, but reaching out to the fallen soldier, reaching out to all of you." 
But to that I reply that the Virgin Mary, stooped and holding on to the 
Child, is intent on destroying herself, and taking mankind with her. 
Pamphlet 5 
The counter!'actual conditional 
I teach you that for any given reality, six other realities exist! 
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Nothing exists that does not exist in the mind first. If you can think it, by 
virtue of error alone has it not come into being. Verily, I teach you the 
meaning of error! 
I say that the truth of error is the truth of possibilities. 
I teach you the counterfactual conditional. 
The counterfactual conditional has no use. Everything is happening 
always and at all times! 
Hamlet's father was just, but was usurped by Claudius, who committed 
Herod's sin. And just as John the Baptist, standing firmly away from his 
court, threw slander at him, so too did Hamlet throw slander at his uncle. 
Both suffered anxiety. John the Baptist awaited the Messiah. Hamlet 
awaited his father's ghost. Neither was saved. To call error error is to call 
death upon oneself! 
Verily, I teach you the truth of anxiety! 
Gertrude asked her son: "Why seems it so particular with thee?" Hamlet 
could not relent. He had seen the truth of the counterfactual conditional. 
John the Baptist had seen the coming of the Lord. He had to do the Lord's 
work. 
We perceive as unjust another's denial of our own possibility. Verily, at 
any given moment, there are seven. At any given moment, there are six 
denials—six injustices. The world teems with injustice. 
Which one of you can tell me what I deny? 
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Verily I teach you the counterfactual conditional to make the asymmetrical 
symmetrical. We are aware and burdened by the past. The 
counterfactual conditional is to be equally burdened by the future. It 
seems the past is ever increasing, the future ever decreasing. The 
counterfactual conditional is a correction—a correction of this asymmetry. 
Verily, I deny the asymmetrical! 
Sometime after the ninth and tenth pamphlets were revealed, Descalier began visiting 
each man in his funk hole individually, swinging completely around the arc of the 
ashraam wall, with men spaced out some four to six paces apart from one another and 
elevated only slightly above their teacher, who sat before them cross-legged with his back 
facing the centre of the crater. During these meetings, the Understudies were encouraged 
to ask questions or clarification. However, if the Understudy had no qualms or quibbles 
to ask of Descalier, he would not hesitate to share the same parable with each and every 
one of them. Soon enough, a standard version of his first exchange with each of his 
Understudies would be converted into pamphlet form. 
Pamphlet 16 
The motor of time 
"The tank, like the automobile, is run by an engine through a process of 
internal combustion. These slow, laborious, metallic beasts are driven by 
no more than a spark and this spark ensures that they are destined to 
encounter the perils of the field with no option of changing direction. To 
stop or sway or falter at any obstacle would be to do so at its own peril. 
The tanks at Courcelette often hissed before surrendering to the 
wretchedness of the terrain. 
"I teach you that life is a wretched terrain." 
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"Teacher Descalier, are you saying the engine is time?" 
"Time is a like a motor. An engine is a much more complicated motor, 
controlled by many more variables. Our engines not only drive us, but the 
sum total of all of our engines drive history as well." 
"Teacher Descalier, is our engine consciousness?" 
"No. Our engines drive us. Consciousness is the work of the mechanic. 
The systematic taking apart of our engines. But no one can be a 
mechanic from without. A mechanic can only work from within. To tinker 
with one's engine is to take it apart, the very working of which allows you 
to carry out your destruction in the first place. But if your engine is not 
working properly, then you are forced to tinker. Your engine is faulty when 
you find it difficult to arise in the morning—when you lose the drive to keep 
living. Life is negated. To tinker, then, is to correct the negation—is to 
negate the negation." 
"Teacher Descalier, what about the motor? Can we stop the motor?" 
"The motor is time. To stop the motor is to stop time. Yet to tinker with 
our engines is a process that has a beginning and an end and so has to 
occur in time. To kill the motor means we cannot restart the engine. We 
would not be able to finish what we started. We would have negated our 
attempt to negate the negation." 
"Teacher Descalier, do you mean like death?" 
"Yes. Like death." 
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"So Teacher Descalier, we want to tinker with our engines without killing 
the motor?" 
"That is tricky. Because once you've stopped your engine, only the motors 
remain. Remember, the engines need the motors, but the motors do not 
need the engine. But once the engine has been stopped, it is only natural 
to want to stop the motors as well." 
"Then, Teacher Descalier, we would die, wouldn't we?" 
"Perhaps. But in such a death we would catch a glimpse of total freedom. 
We would have exposed the engine and motor of the universe as a //e!" 
"Why would we want to do that Teacher Descalier?" 
"Look at us out here. Eight million soldiers want to go home yet we 
continue fighting. We are all slaves in the worst possible sense—the only 
chance at redemption is total freedom, even at the risk of complete 
annihilation. What else do we have to live for?" 
One day, after the Understudies had returned from performing their morning ablutions, 
the smell of chlorine made its way into the ashraam. Jax the sniper spotted a menacing 
cloud of gas hovering sinisterly over the Front. Its next move was anyone's guess, but all 
precautions were taken. The archives were boarded up and the lot of them evacuated the 
surface, breaking protocol by re-descending the wooden steps to spend the remainder of 
the day underground. Many of the Understudies found it easier to meditate against the 
hum of the roaring waters, standing upright rather than sitting. It wasn't long before the 
sounds of individual drops hitting crystalline water surfaces began to interfere with one 
another, creating pockets of dead space where sound waves had managed to cancel each 
other out, and others where the dub-dub-dubbing echoed throughout the caverns. This 
strange and haunting sound lent itself to Descalier's voice, who began to chant, gibberish 
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mostly, to the sway and pulse of the ominous concert until the Understudies felt 
themselves compelled to twirl. 
This was the first action at the ashraam the Understudies were allowed to engage 
in without being given explicit instruction by Descalier himself. All manner of rotation 
took place, both clockwise and counterclockwise, and at altering and alternating speeds. 
Soon enough, their frenzy had them seeking out not the higher ground, but the softer 
ground, as some alien force was compelling them to return, in a round-about fashion, 
completely and whole-bodily to mother earth. They danced in wide and at times 
conflicting arcs across the cavern floors until each one of them found dirt not so stubborn 
in its resistance. In their state of ecstasy, they began to sink, in double-time, until all nine 
members (save for Descalier, who continued at the surface to utter cryptic chants) were 
neck-deep in soft and malleable subterranean clay, all of whom, strangely enough, had 
managed to face the same direction, with their backs to Descalier. 
They remained in that position, still in ecstasy, for some time, with chins pointed 
upwards. It was then that Descalier, continuing to chant, removed a Very pistol he had 
been carrying underneath his thin cotton garment and aimed it squarely at the yet-to-be 
drowned Understudies. They were certainly in no position to object, and in rapid 
succession, he fired off three flares, red, green, blue, just behind the nine suspended 
heads. They could only see the glow of the flares in front of them, the light of which had 
to travel around the obstacles hanging from the cavernous ceiling behind them. 
Leaving them in this suspended state, to gaze in wonder at the brief but 
illuminating light show, he traveled up the wooden steps in anticipation of the arrival of 
two new members, Privates Crewe and Wells, who had taken a detour in the construction 
of the Grange subway tunnel that was supposed to have parked them right under Hill 145. 
After they had stumbled into the trench, Descalier could see in their eyes that they 
recognized him, and the first order of business he had them do was to leave their 
equipment, taking only their spades down the steps with them to liberate the other nine 
Understudies from the clutches of mud their whirling tendencies had managed to put 
them in. Of course, both Crewe and Wells were haunted by the spectre of the 
Neverendians, taking the state of their comrades as representative of a mass Allied 
suicide grave. They were soon reassured by Descalier, who told them the men were in no 
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danger, though they needed to be dug out of their precarious positions. The first to be 
liberated, of course, was Kramden, and not because he was both friend and mentor of 
Crewe and Wells, but because he was the appointed scribe. For just as he was freed from 
the clutches of mud, Descalier fell into convulsions, and Kramden ran up the steps to 
gather his tools. He returned to record the utterances of Descalier (which turned into 
Pamphlet 15), who took the opportunity to admonish his Understudies that their salvation 
would come not in liberating themselves from the cave, but rather, by venturing deeper 
and deeper into it. That was the first occasion that both Crewe and Wells had heard the 
hallowed term of counter/actual conditional uttered at the ashraam, where it was stressed 
that the CFC was not to be achieved out there but in here. 
Private Crewe himself was intrigued by the idea of using a dialectic to deny 
dialecticism. He had more difficulty conveying these ideas to Wells, who mostly 
imitated Crewe, but tried on occasion, and with sincerity, to absorb the gist of the 
revelations. 
Pamphlet 12 
The Parable of the Dog 
A dog is running around, from funk hole to funk hole. There is one 
assigned funk hole, where the dog receives its meals from its master and 
this funk hole the dog knows as its home. Wherever else the dog travels, 
he uses this home as his point of departure. That is, his home is this and 
everything else is that. The dog is blessed only with perception and does 
not understand conception. Its logical view of the world is that 
This is this. 
That is that. 
This is not that. 
The idea that two funk holes could somehow be the same is a notion 
entirely strange to the dog. That he is fed in one place and beaten in 
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another if he enters has him logically believe that these two places are 
completely different. But very soon, the dog begins to feel the properties 
of a funk hole. He starts to understand the reality of the funk hole as a 
concept so that the two funk holes necessarily result in a logical absurdity: 
This is this. 
That is that. 
That is not this. 
Yet somehow, this is that. 
In understanding the reality of this new, higher order, the dog must 
abandon, or understand as false, the logical precursors of his perceptual 
reality. What seems like an absurdity is actually the truth. In the same 
way, 
we have been told that 
A is A 
Not-A is Not-A 
A is not Not-A 
Everything is either A or Not-A. 
But the truth of the counterfactual conditional says that 
A is both A and Not-A (a tautology) 
We have been told that 
the Allies will win the war. 
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The Germans have been told that the Germans will win the war. 
Both the Allies and the Germans cannot win the war. 
Either we will win the war or they will. 
But the truth of the CFC is that both the Allies and the Germans will both 
win the war and lose the war simultaneously. The truth of the CFC is that 
the War has already won the War. 
I teach you the counterfactual conditional not as a burden but as a 
release. That you can contemplate over the non-correspondence of your 
counterfactual conditional to the actual world ensures that you are 
responsible for its not coming into being. If it had come into being, you 
would no longer be responsible for it. The burden of your responsibility 
thus saves you from responsibility. Being responsible for nothing ensures 
that you are not responsible for something. 
X(n) = ~X(s) 
Where n = s (nothing is something) 
Therefore: X = ~X (a tautology) 
Your sickness is both real and unreal. Real in the sense that you feel it, 
unreal in that it cannot change anything. The dog begins to feel what a 
funk hole is, but the dog cannot begin to change where it is fed. 
"So let me try this again, Jim. Because the loss at Vimy Ridge is going to 
happen, we cannot be responsible for it." 
"That's right Anderson." 
"Because we cannot be responsible for anything that happens. Only for whatever 
doesn't happen." 
"Right again. And what doesn't happen? A Canadian victory at Vimy Ridge—" 
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"So we are responsible for victory!" 
"Exactly." 
"So we did the right thing leaving the unit, huh?" 
"Of course. Who wouldn't want to be part of the first great unified battle in the 
history of the nation?" 
Crewe and Wells had four weeks to familiarize themselves with this strange new 
literature as well as the new and audacious protocols of life in the ashraam. The end was 
nigh: for in four weeks would begin the assault on Vimy Ridge where, it had been 




Rumour had flown about that all Canadian battalions would be gathered up and led as a 
single force on Vimy Ridge. At Verdun, attrition failed. At the Somme, offensives 
failed. His Majesty's navy failed. Despite the ominous and towering reputation of the 
British Grand Fleet, the German High Seas Fleet fared much better, sinking more British 
ships and quashing once and for all the spectre of British mastery over the water. Tactics 
had failed; elan had failed; reputation had failed. The men knew the idea of a Canadian 
force was merely a useful spectre designed to move the Canadian contingent to whatever 
action they could in the interim between disasters. The men themselves were careful in 
latching on to it, especially Trottier's battalion, the 85th Nova Scotia Highlanders, who 
had not yet faced a single day of action and would not, they had been told, should the 
chimera of a united Canadian force somehow manifest itself in the field. In either case, 
as forces were building up in some capacity to make a go at Vimy Ridge (despite 
whomever would be assigned to capture it), the 85th were to act as night sentries and 
runners, gathering information and laying down railroad to ensure the success of the 
operation. 
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Three men from C Company, including Trottier himself, had been called away from their 
section posts to light flares for the brave souls who had volunteered to go out into No 
Man's Land in the black of night to retrieve the necessary intelligence. They had been 
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selected, along with one-hundred and ninety-six other men from various other Canadian 
battalions to rehearse night trench raids several weeks prior to zero hour at Vimy Ridge. 
Though the entire lot of them had rehearsed as a mishmash battalion of sorts, now, a 
week before the scheduled attack, Trottier found himself in the company of only three 
other men occupying a lone sap on the outer edges of the line facing the enemy. These 
particular three were closer to the enemy than they had ever been, and because their 
mission had not received the warmest of blessings from senior officers, vigil was to be 
kept for long hours as manpower was limited and duties doubled. They were also 
guaranteed no artillery support for their mission. There was no moon in the sky and long 
bouts of silence were broken only by the scurrying of rats or the far off sound of the 
changing of a magazine. Flares were set off at intervals of five and thirty minutes, and 
although the light did not dissipate so quickly that they were unable to make out the 
helmet and face of the sentry in question, a password was uttered before the sentry was 
allowed back into the trench. Their eerie existence somewhere out on the Western Front 
that evening was anomalous and a heightened sense of alarm accompanied the idea that 
perhaps the enemy too was aware of just how anomalous their position really was and 
hence, was, at that very moment, preparing an ambush. 
The sentry, whom the others addressed only by number, returned, scuffling, and 
holding a bayonet to the throat of an unarmed enemy soldier whom he proceeded to dump 
into the trench and pounce on, forgetting even to utter the password required for reentry. 
The others were so keyed up at the sight of this foreign animal that they had to remind 
themselves to keep composure; but because they had no idea what sort of protocol to 
follow, they began simply by circling the prisoner, the three of them and the sentry, with 
a mix of suspicion and disdain. The sentry, for his part, was hot, certain that the prisoner 
had intended to kill the lot of them but Trottier, who maintained some semblance of 
composure, actually took something of a liking to the prisoner. He had no intention of 
coming to his rescue or anything like that. If the sentry had gone ahead and slit his 
throat, Trottier would have made no attempt to stop him. But he knew that the prisoner's 
life was not contingent on whether or not Trottier liked him or hated him—so he chose, 
perhaps on whim—to like him. And perhaps the German somehow sensed the slightest 
bit of goodwill from Trottier, for just then he began to utter: 
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"Kinder." 
The sentry's boot was raised in the air. 
"Funf kinder." 
And the one standing next to the sentry informed him that this captive had five 
children, raising his left hand, open-palmed, both as a gesture of defense and 
communication. The sentry relented, still suspicious, and told the third one to strip the 
prisoner down and take all his belongings. He did as he was told, taking papers mostly, 
which he would translate under candlelight in a reserve salient only eighteen or so paces 
behind the line. The sentry grabbed the other materials and was off to the officer's tents 
behind the reserve lines. Trottier and one other man, the one who could understand 
German but could not read it, the one who had put up five fingers in a duplicitous gesture, 
were left to guard the prisoner until the lot of them were given orders on what to do next. 
As they waited, the three of them in the dark, the German prisoner began to 
babble. He was cold and, it looked like, was suffering from diphtheria. He was all but 
naked with arms tied firmly behind his back and blindfolded. He revealed to the lot of 
them that the common sentiment amongst the German infantry was that the Allies would 
win the war and that he had been glad to be taken captive. He said little else, and soon, 
when the translator fell asleep, only Trottier stood guard, alone with his thoughts amid 
the swirl of foreign gibberish being uttered at him, some of which he could understand 
and some of which remained cryptic. He could make out sentiment, the odd wail, it 
sounded like, for a family member, to be followed by firm recitation of some motto of 
allegiance, either military or spiritual. His brute repetition would not last long, and his 
voice would quaver and shrill in the manner of a wounded animal. He never moved 
suddenly or lashed out. He remained entirely passive, cowering under the threat of 
something—of what, Trottier could not be sure. But he could certainly imagine. There 
were a number of things out here that made a man's situation so utterly hopeless that the 
only viable method of coping was to cower. 
Forty-five minutes had passed, and Trottier understood that the prisoner thought 
he was going to die. In a rare move of preemption, Trottier took the prisoner by the left 
arm, while his comrade was still fast asleep and snoring soundly, and guided him down 
past Thurlow and Babine to the executioner's sap. He didn't have to be rough with the 
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prisoner. The German complied with every word and gesture that Trottier assailed him 
with. He seemed to understand that this was the end for him and when they reached the 
end of the line, he crouched down on his knees and began to sob. 
Trottier removed the handkerchief and held his bayonet under prisoner's throat. 
He rose. Trottier said: "If you go straight, and in this direction, and stay low, you have a 
good chance of avoiding sniper fire." Unsure if the prisoner understood or not, he 
watched him scurry out of that sap the way a caged bird flees upon release. Whatever the 
case, Trottier could only conclude that the German had made it back to the enemy 
frontlines, for no bullets were fired. As his comrade snored away some twenty paces 
away, the Western front was silent. 
He returned and kicked his comrade in the ribs: "Wake up. The others will be 
back soon." Clearly alarmed, he stood up and inquired about the prisoner. Trottier 
replied: 
"I let him go." 
"You did what?" 
"I took off his blindfold, then let him run up and over the trench. Then I shot 
him." 
"How come I didn't hear anything?" 
"You might have, if you hadn't been snoring so loud." 
"Ah, it's just as well. We're better off killing these Krauts if you ask me. Why 
send them to the POW camps at all? Waste of time, if you ask me." 
The third of the three returned, uttering German phrases which he read off of a 
placard. The sound of the coarse, harsh guttural sounds made Trottier woozy. He lost his 
balance. He inhaled to regain his composure before his comrade addressed him: "Good 
thing you shot that old Kraut. Everything he said. About his wife and kids. It was all 
horseshit." Trottier had heard the third man's words before—repeatedly in fact—against 
both the silence of the night and also, against the sound of his comrades snores. Each one 
of those phrases were listed on a German pamphlet and carried by all enemy infantrymen. 
It told them exactly what to say and when to say it. The Germans had a plan even in 
defeat; the rationale was that a dead German soldier was of no use to the Fatherland— 
only a living one could serve in the next war. 
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"That little Jerry was planning to ambush us no doubt. We're on the lookout now. 
His buddies will be after him soon enough." 
Trottier knew this was not the case, though he couldn't argue what it entailed. 
Perhaps it was best they be on the lookout. 
0 
Within the ashraam, Private Wells and Crewe were never able to reestablish the native 
and comfortable exchange they had once known with Private Kramden. He was too close 
to Descalier to warrant any more than perfunctory gestures of acknowledgement. Also, 
there was within the ashraam a certain feeling that all manner of communication that did 
not originate, somehow, with the teachings and words of Descalier were not worthy 
pursuit. Descalier himself never explicitly forbade any such talk, though he did, on more 
than one occasion, bring up the benefits of silence. Perhaps his words in passing were 
enough or perhaps every other soldier, in this regard, felt his own words to be unworthy 
of the Descalier's. Whatever the case, silence became the norm at the ashraam. Crewe 
and Wells, for their part, were content to soak in all the wisdom they had forgone due to 
their late arrival, mostly through previously published material. Twice they wept at the 
feet of Descalier, who then placed a hand on the back of each of their heads, and raised 
them up, wiping the tears from their eyes. The two of them grew quickly accustomed to 
their daily tasks and though they stayed within close spatial proximity to one another, 
they were now separated, of course, by a chasm of silence. This chasm in reality 
translated into metaphysical distance, as Crewe and Wells found themselves the subjects 
of the next parable, as recorded, of course, by Private Kramden. 
Pamphlet 25 
A clerk in a Swiss patent office has revolutionized the way we think about 
the world and the way we think about time. He is called Herr Einstein, and 
he tells of a world in which nothing is absolute, neither space nor time, 
except for the speed of light. In this world, everything breaks down, 
nothing is to one man as it is to another. Light is our god, for no 
information in this universe can travel faster than light. 
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Imagine yourself, Understudy Crewe, on one end of a long locomotive, 
moving forward. And you Understudy Wells, on are on the other end, 
facing Understudy Crewe and moving backwards. Understudy Kramden, 
you are exactly equidistant from the two of them, in the middle of the 
locomotive, and are given the task of lighting a flare. Once this flare goes 
off, both Privates Wells and Crewe will draw. Understudy Kramden, you 
set off the flare, and because no one interferes with your task, whatever 
the outcome, you can only conclude that the proceedings ran as they 
should have. From your vantage point, the light reached the eyes of Wells 
and Crewe at the same time and so they drew fairly. 
Yet on the platform, standing stationary away from the train, Herr Einstein 
declares that the draw was not executed fairly. He tells us that because 
Understudy Crewe was moving forward, the light of the flare had less of a 
distance to travel before it hit his eyes. Whether or not Private Crewe 
drew first is not the issue. The issue is that the light reached his eyes first. 
Since Private Wells was moving away from the light, the light had farther 
to travel. Yet Private Kramden, you too were standing stationary, albeit on 
a moving train. But you concluded that the light reached both of them at 
exactly the same time. 
Private Kramden, in your present, the light is equidistant from both Crewe 
and Wells; but in Herr Einstein's present, the light is closer to Crewe than 
it is to Wells. Yet Herr Einstein does not contest. He says that both 
versions are correct! At the moment the light went off, two different 
versions about the present exist! And because no definitive version of the 
present can be established, how can we establish the future? How can we 
establish the past? I teach you that the past and the future do not exist. I 
teach you that the passage of time is an unreality. And if everything in this 
world already exists, you need not be responsible for its becoming. At 
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every point in time you are free to make a web. To imagine the 
possibilities that have not come into being; these you are responsible for! 
To ponder over other possibilities is not to change the outcome of history, 
but to understand that history could have taken no other direction. At first 
we see everything that could have been and wasn't and feel anguish. 
Later, we see everything that could have been but wasn't and feel joy. Joy 
that one of them happened and that it wasn't us who had to choose. 
None of the men were aware of it at the time, but Pamphlet 25 was to be the last 
revelation given, and the last of Descalier's words to be taken down by Private Kramden. 
Zero hour was less than a week away and the coming preparation was simply to build, not 
in the real world, but in the imaginary one, the possible world each one of them wished to 
occupy, the reality (or realities) of which they would be free to pursue at their leisure in 
the coming eternity. There was no gauge to measure whether any of them had achieved 
transcendence, for their time at the ashraam was indeed a cleansing of sorts, a 
preparation. They had been told only that all they had to do was to think of a possibility 
and it was their destiny to pursue it in the next life. In this regard, no gauge was 
necessary. The only way to increase possibilities was through contemplation; and the 
only way members of the ashraam could share their thoughts with others was not through 
speech, but through writing, which only Kramden had earned the right to do. Nor was it 
the case that any of them were explicitly forbidden. Kramden, for whatever reason, was 
the only one who felt compelled to write. He had obtained the only criteria necessary to 
set down his thoughts on paper. Merely ask and you will be rewarded! Yet from the very 
first gathering of Understudies around Descalier to the last fleeting moments of existence 
before the guns were set to go off on April 8 , the entirety of the gathering at the 
ashraam, Crewe and Wells included, did not bother to ask. 
Kramden, for his part, took down Descalier's revelations in short hand, using a 
series of codes and symbols that only he could decipher to lock away the Descalier's 
teachings from the casual observer. He, naturally, was in charge of who could unlock his 
cryptic symbols, and because he detested moveable type, he passed on a detailed legend 
to Maxime the typist every time a revelation was set to be put on four-hundred sheets of 
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twelve-pound Allied bond paper. Maxime had a severed right thumb, and, before going 
A WOL, had been in charge of making wooden etchings of illustrations to accompany the 
type detailing everything from proper first-aid procedure to notable company crests (both 
Allied and enemy) in Allied war brochures. Each time he was to arrange the type to 
bring Descalier's words back to life, he had to make his way through new symbols 
arranged in complex and inchoate orders. However, he noticed that beginning with 
Pamphlet 19, the system of cryptography grew needlessly complex and often changed 
completely in the interim between publications. On one occasion, Maxime was told by 
Kramden that he had misread his instructions for decoding his words, and thus had to 
issue out a supplementary Pamphlet 21a, with explicit instructions for whomever was 
willing, to destroy any found copies of Pamphlet 21 (for any sort of retrieval or general 
recall of the previous document was all but impossible). After the corrections had been 
made and supplementary Pamphlet sent to the press, the standard four were kept for 
Belicose the archivist, and the remaining were filtered out to runners of various 
Companies across the four divisions of the Canadian Corps, and, in time, to His 
Majesty's Fifth Imperial Division as well. How well the circulation remained within the 
Canadian contingent was difficult to say. The makeup of the Understudies included four 
Canadians, five British, and two French mutineers. (Descalier would have welcomed 
"enemy" Understudies, and though propaganda often found its way up and across No 
Man's Land, not a single German soldier ever found his way to the ashraam.) 
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Sitting quietly at the outdoor tables of an officer estaminet known as La Ville Ouverte yusX 
outside the Canadian Headquarters at Sailly, Macy Phillips was sipping melange and 
watching General Prudence down the last of an entire thermos of Turkish coffee, which 
he had managed to take down in rather elongated gulps between mouthfuls of buckwheat 
cakes and freshly dilled roasted pink salmon. The flesh on his face was solid, and his 
sideburns neatly trimmed as well as his moustache. He was somewhat large, filling his 
seat such that Macy Phillips sitting across from him could only feel small in comparison. 
General Prudence was always in good spirits, despite the fact that in roughly seven days, 
a major Allied war effort was about to be undertaken which Phillips adamantly felt had 
no chance of succeeding. Prudence, by now, had grown accustomed to such fretting. He 
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himself would have none of it and perhaps he could sense that others resented his 
optimism. In either case, preempting Phillips' concerns, he laid out his reasons for why 
exactly the Allies could hope for the best with the coming offensive at Vimy Ridge. 
"Macy, I know you have your doubts. Nothing has gone right in this war. But we 
have reason to believe otherwise this time. Look, this Canadian engineer of yours, 
McNaughton, has assured us that we can pinpoint both stationary and moving enemy 
artillery targets with this new device of his, the cathode ray direction finder. We've had 
thousands of aerial photographs taken and developed by our boys in the air, and 
Lieutenant-Colonel Parsons has his team of snipers, interrogators, and observers carefully 
diagramming and accounting for every scrap of information we can find. It's all so much 
more comprehensive now. We've had the soldiers raiding this territory since December, 
and Currie has had the men rehearsing—can you believe that Macy?—rehearsing, 
exactly how many steps to take in precisely the amount of time allotted down to the last 
second. Have you seen the reconstructed battlefield behind Neuville St. Vaast? Good 
god man, they've recreated every known salient, sap, crater, pillbox, dug-out and what 
have you. I didn't think such a thing was possible. It's really quite remarkable. And no 
more of this elan garbage. Even Nivelle agrees. It's all about information. Every soldier 
knows how he fares in the grand scheme because every soldier knows the grand scheme. 
We've issued out forty-thousand maps of the entire operation to everyone. We've built 
thirty miles of new roads. Communciations have never been better! Morale has never 
been higher!" 
Phillips sighed, and then gently cleared his throat. "If I may, sir. First, you say 
that McNaughton has technology that will win us this battle. But we have no idea 
whether the Germans are using the same technology or even better technology. Second, 
we have, to date, taken and developed over six thousand aerial photographs, and if we 
keep up at our current pace, will exceed just over ten-thousand by zero day. But that is 
still six-thousand photographs fewer than we took before combat began at Neuve 
Chapelle. Furthermore, the type of scrutiny Parsons has his men applying to these 
photographs is less than comforting. All of the 'known' salients, pillboxes, and dug-outs 
have been established from pictures taken ten-thousand feet in the air. The slightest 
smudge or shadows on these photographs are what we use to make our so-called 'replica' 
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of the battlefield. Yes, I've seen it. It looks to me like a monstrosity! Thirdly, as we 
have been preparing and digging right under the Germans' feet for weeks now, how can 
we expect them not to know what we are doing? You can't dig over twelve miles of 
underground tunnel and not have people notice! All Fritz has to do is point his field-
glasses toward Mount St. Eloi to see the heaps of dirt getting bigger and bigger. And if 
Currie has the men so well prepared, how come the March 1st trench raids were a 
complete disaster? And who in their right mind authorized the use of poison gas? 
Fourth, sir, if you will permit me, issuing out information and maps to the soldiers is a 
recipe for disaster. You don't think that information will find its way to the enemy? 
Here is the testimony of one German soldier taken prisoner just yesterday, published in 
the officer's daily as follows: 'We know you're going to attack Vimy Ridge. We know 
all about your plans. You might get to the top of Vimy Ridge, but I'll tell you this, the lot 
of you will be slaughtered in the process. You'll be able to take all the Canadians back to 
Canada in a row boat that get there.' And finally, sir, there is a serious and ludicrous 
push to send the Canadians in under Canadian command. Sorry, but such fairy-tale 
niceties just don't work out here. What is this strange and foreign entity known as the 
Canadian Corps? You cannot expect Currie, a mild-mannered real-estate fop and high-
school educator to outsmart military masters like von Faulkenhausen or Rupprecht. I 
mean these men have studied at the Prussian Military Academy under Schlieffen." 
Prudence was taken aback by the assault. He could argue none of it. With a 
heavy sigh, he took a moment to formulate his reply. 
"Okay, Macy. You're right. We have no good reason to move forward with this 
attack and yes, the Canadians will get slaughtered. But what else can we do?" 
"What do you mean? We can make better preparations, we can delay the zero day, 
but we can't send men to their doom." 
"Prepare better how, though? We have prepared. There are doubts. There will 
always be doubts. In my experience, actually, I have no idea when the doubt is legitimate 
and when it is just a figment of my imagination. Follow me here, Macy. Everything I 
said about our chances for this offensive is true. We have reason to believe this is going 
to be a success. But I also accept that everything you said is true. That this offensive is 
going to be a disaster. And I cannot tell you which version is right and which version is 
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wrong. Don't you see? That will be decided in the field. So we have to let the field 
decide. Suppose the men go out there on Vimy Ridge and get slaughtered. No wait— 
let's entertain the more improbable scenario. Suppose that the men go out there and 
actually conquer Vimy Ridge. How do you think history will remember the lead up to it? 
Everything you say will be just as valid, but somehow discredited—discredited that is, by 
what happened on the field. But how can time discredit what is? I don't know, but it 
does. In that case, my version will be the better telling. But it doesn't make it truer. It's 
just a story we tell to make sense of it all. But that story can't help us in the future. 
Because in future battles, there will always be doubt, where any sane man can see the 
logic behind either outcome." 
"You're saying we have no control. We have no idea why one thing happens and 
another thing doesn't." 
"That's precisely what I am saying." 
"Then why tell these stories at all?" 
"Because without them, we could not carry on. We have to believe our past 
experiences play out in similar ways in the future. What other criteria could we possibly 
have?" 
"So do we send the men out at Vimy Ridge or don't we?" 
"I take comfort in the fact that it has already been decided. Look Macy, don't kill 
yourself over this. What sort of authority do you command here? You couldn't stop it 
anyhow. So why worry?" 
"Because sometimes silence makes you equally an accomplice." 
"There is no guilt or innocence Macy. Things happen. We tell stories. People 
win. People lose. The world carries on." 
Phillips removed himself from the table and sauntered over to the public fountain 
to apply cold water to his brow. Prudence lit up a fat cigar as the officer's lorry rolled up 
the gravelly road to take them back to the officer's barracks. 
"Lighten up Macy. You wait and see. Those Canadians will make you proud!" 
0 
Back at his desk and rattled, it was all Phillips could do not to pour over more and more 
schemes, more and more diagrams, more and more war plans. There had to be answers, 
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he just wasn't looking hard enough. Eventually, he came across the testimony of an old 
British Military attache, dated 1912, which said nothing prophetic but certainly profound. 
The author of this particular attache was astounded at how well the German army was 
prepared not only for the particular war that both sides now found themselves fighting, 
but for every other war that, by virtue of this one, would never come into being. Every 
possible scenario, on both fronts, was accounted for. In one instance, if the war were to 
begin when the senior classes let out for summer break, an ordinance was to be issued to 
the vice principle to have the students remain in board an extra week until German 
mobilization was complete, so as not to clog up the train cars. Detours, on all German 
roads across all German cities, had been mapped out and were to go in effect depending 
on the precise calendar day that war was declared. This war, and countless other wars, 
already existed on paper. Of course, the Germans hadn't planned for a war of attrition, 
which is what they got. But their preparation and work ethic must count for something? 
Who would tell a story where the least prepared army turns out to be the victor? No, the 
Allies were doomed in this one. It had been a debacle thus far. They were just stalling. 
If only he had known then what he knew now, Phillips would have stayed home 
for this war. He had more faith in the British then and knew nothing at all about his 
enemy. He had his loyalty outstrip knowledge so much so that it had carried him half-
way around the world. And now, he could only burn with shame at what he had done. 
He put his head down on his desk to rest awhile. And while his head was down 
he had a vision. 
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He saw Trottier, gliding in through the front door of the officer's barracks and sliding 
over to the gun locker where the spare weapons were kept for the twelve men of the 
phantom outfit he once knew as the Heroes of Yester-year. He then opened the secret 
compartment beneath the floorboards that Phillips had managed to build in the interim to 
hide all the equipment and accessories. He grabbed a large green duffle-bag and went 
under for a few moments before emerging in full dress uniform, with alien-looking eyes 
and breathing forcefully through a gas mask. His voice was muffled and echoed slightly 
as he informed Phillips: 
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"The Heroes drowned before this war even began. The Iron Magnate is a crook. 
The Heroes were just a cover for him to ship contraband. All his assets have been seized 
and they are looking at whoever's in cahoots with him. Stay away if you can. I read it all 
in a blurb. The London Times, actually. It was small report, maybe fifty words. Easy to 
miss. But soldiers have a lot of time on their hands." 
And with that, the strange, greenish, ghoulish soldier-figure left, hauling a duffle-
bag pressed to its seams on his back. 
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Over the next week, his despair grew deeper. Guarding his name and identity, he began 
to delve into the specifics of court proceedings happening over the past year in Rhode 
Island. Having an accomplice back home telegraph him the relevant information, he soon 
discovered that the strange apparition's warnings had been correct. The Iron Magnate in 
question had been indicted on twenty-two counts of fraud and all his assets seized. Five 
other arrests had been made in connection with his shady dealings. This meant that not 
only had Phillips lied to his superior officers, but also, that there would be no chance of 
him ever acquiring his dream fleet of postal automobiles. In fact, returning home now 
seemed out of the question, as his own arrest could be pending. At least that's what the 
apparition had told him. Much like his great-great-great-great grandfather, he would not 
be expelled from Loyalist country, but rather, into it. The Philips' family name, had, in 
some regard, come full circle. 
<P 
History had not been kind to the Phillips'. Macy's great-great-great-great-grandfather 
had been an acquaintance of Benedict Arnold's, routinely buying horses from the 
notorious "horse jockey," which Arnold had managed to smuggle into Connecticut 
illegally from Canada, going against strict British contraband laws. Of course, after the 
events of the Revolution, anyone associated with Arnold in anyway was branded a traitor. 
Macy's great-great-great-great grandfather worked away as an apothecary for the next 
fifteen years, putting up with the jibes and insults of his countrymen, before he managed 
to save up enough money for him, his wife, and two sons to move up to Loyalist Upper 
Canada. Once he got there, however, he was tried for buying illegal contraband in a 
previous life, and the money he had accumulated over so many years while putting up 
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with considerable persecution had to be put up to pay for his trip to England, where he 
was sentenced to serve twelve years under the jurisdiction of the Earl of Kent (whose 
horses he had apparently "stolen") at a ramshackle prison yard in Dover. So displeased 
were his two sons at the treatment of their poor father (who had always been loyal to the 
Empire) that they took their Canadian wives south and settled in Vermont, opening up, 
between the two of them, a fine leather tanning shop. Over the following three 
generations, the Phillips' never moved further south than Rhode Island and steered clear 
of Connecticut. Two Phillips' traits, then, that young Macy had inherited were, of course, 
his entrepreneurial headstrongness, but also, a respect for the rule of law. While the first 
Phillips to arrive in the new world perhaps did not have such a grudging respect for the 
laws of the land, rumour in the family had it that the only reason the elder Phillips of six 
generations past bought those horses from Benedict Arnold was so that he could nail up 
copies of the Quebec Act on all habitant doors with greater efficiency. Though 
Dickenson and the First Continental Congress were propagating the Quebec Act as an 
"Intolerable" one, the elder Phillips would have none of it. Of course, in his earnestness 
to spread word of the Empire's magnanimity, he went against the laws of the motherland 
to do it. Whatever the action, had been the old man's credo, the ends cannot justify the 
means. So he willingly funded his own trip overseas to be tried. 
Perhaps somewhere deep in the back of his consciousness, Macy Phillips, then, 
had a desire to return to Quebec simply to pick up where this strange historical 
misunderstanding had caused succeeding generations of Phillips' to veer off, so to speak. 
The only institution in America Phillips felt carried any shred of integrity was the US 
Postal Service. All other Americans he encountered in his dealings, whether personal or 
business, were shysters and charlatans. It did not surprise him that he had yet to receive 
word from the Iron Baron or from his company of mercenaries, despite everything they 
had outlined about justice in their preposterous manifesto. Phillips secretly longed for a 
return to British rule and, if the rule of law was not forthcoming to him, the next best 
thing was to pick up and move north to the rule of law. Though like the elder Phillips 
before him, his move to Loyalist country took him halfway around the world and, as it 
increasingly seemed to him now, to his doom. For what had he to show for his loyalty? 
He too was shackled. And though he had wanted to clear up past mistakes and 
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misunderstandings, though he had wanted to help the British win in her war against the 
aggressor, his move towards justice only seemed, in the end, to reward him with despair. 
Prudence was right. Win or lose, the world will carry on. 
Three things happened in succession that put Phillips out of stead. The first was 
the confirmation that the Canadians would march to Vimy Ridge under Canadian 
command. The second was that the United States declared war on Germany, which 
meant that the Allied war effort would now be tied to a US war effort as well. Thirdly, 
the assault of Vimy Ridge would be postponed, all but quashing any element of surprise 
they may have had leading up to the attack. 
0 
Thirty minutes to zero hour now, Phillips gazed out into the darkness, trying to make out 
familiar features of the Western Front. He could see nothing and hear nothing. He 
lighted his kerosene lamp, looking once more though the telegraph reports on his desk 
when his thumb landed on a pamphlet with a bright red page border. He had seen the 
pamphlet before, and read through the strange account of Mount Sorrel, unsure of what 
sort of rhetorical effect or affect the propagandists were after. But when he looked at the 
scribbles on the back this time, scribbles which could only have been a map to be 
deciphered, he made out an FST89 in the corner, which he could only interpret as the 
insignia of one-twelfth of his original creation, who, since their last meeting, had gone 
A WOL and whom, since writing his definitive and entirely dismal field report under with 
the assistance of an assigned runner, Phillips was mostly uninterested in pursuing. But 
knowing that the Canadians were about to get massacred in a matter of minutes, Phillips 
was suddenly filled with a final surge of soldierly etiquette and duty. He now detested 
Trottier and his existence, simply for his not coming into existence, for not living up to 
the promise he had so carefully and skillfully plotted out for him. If FST89 was indeed F. 
Stan Trottier of the 89th battalion, he would have to be brought to justice; he couldn't be 
allowed to stray from duty while so many others were being sent to the slaughter. He 
took the map and doused the kerosene. He would meet Trottier in the field. 
0 
In preparation for the end, the now twelve Understudies donned the suits and masks and 
paraphernalia recently brought to them as an offering by the newcomer, Understudy 
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Trottier. His second offering, of course, was the Heroes' Pamphlet, which he had 
managed to retain. As itself outlining a possibility never actualized, the Heroes' 
Pamphlet became a document to be enshrined with the other Pamphlets housed in the 
archives at the ashraam. Awaiting ceremonial induction, the reception of some sort of 
benediction from Descalier, the goings on were interrupted by the sudden arrival on the 
scene of an intruder. 
0 
Macy Phillips barged into the centre from the periphery, and up to what seemed to be a 
makeshift altar, before gasping in horror at the gathering around him for they were 
wearing the equipment he had managed to so carefully store away for the entirety of the 
war effort thus far. His counter/actual army had come to life. 
0 
Macy Phillips fell to his knees. Weeping, he demanded similar benediction, to be given 
similar equipment. He confessed his shame at hiding away in his office and begged 
Descalier to anoint him somehow, to bless him, to save him. He asked, in short, to 
become a member, an officer, a party to, this strange metaphysical possibility turned 
reality, which he also felt some responsibility for creating. 
Descalier surveyed the field, eyeing his men and all that they, and he, had 
accomplished. He had reached the end of his dialectical rope. There was simply no need 
for another Understudy. The end was nigh. 
"I'm afraid I cannot do that. You see, there are already twelve Understudies. 
You would be the thirteenth. Thirteen is an unsightly, ungainly, odd, unlucky and 
asymmetrical number." 
Phillips choked, chortled, and coughed. He winced. Falling backwards but still 
on his feet, he reached at his side for his officer-issued Webley Revolver and opened fire. 
The guns went off near Hill 145. Zero hour had arrived. 
As the earth thundered and shook all around them, one-by-one, Phillips knocked 
off each of his supposed Heroes, shouting slurs at them, assailing them with epithets. 
Though twice he stopped to reload, the entire lot of them accepted their fate. None made 
a move to stop him, and Descalier stood at the head of them all in strange and solitary 
meditation. 
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Many miles away, the artillery continued to thunder away. 
Soon enough, all twelve men Phillips had brought to life he had now executed, 
including Trottier. Lieutenant Macy Phillips had, for the first time in recorded history, 
gone postal. But one man remained unaccounted for, in any military or document of any 
kind, genuine or fabricated. That man was Descalier, who had now twice refused him the 
benediction. Descalier finally broke out of his solitary meditation and his face took on a 
look of utter bewilderment. His men had gone on to a better world without him; he had 
been left behind. Somehow, the prophecy had not applied to him. 
He ran. 
<P 
Up and over the ashraam walls went Descalier, with little regard for his life's work. 
Phillips watched him run but was soon distracted by the wavering sound of a voice, 
cutting through the din of warfare in belaboured grunts and gruffs. A mine went off, over 
the top of course, and Phillips once again peered out across the Western Front. He saw a 
sail of dirt, blasted up and over its native habitat and now suspended—momentarily— 
forty or so feet in the air, before collapsing back down to earth in the manner of a tidal 
wave. He looked left and right, in search of survivors, but could make out none. 
Descalier was no where to be found. 
As the reality of his situation dawned on him, he could not help but feel over his 
torso, arms, and legs. He was surrounded by death, but somehow, he himself had 
managed to survive, unscathed. The voice grew a little louder, and he began to track it 
down. It emerged from the body of Tilbury the runner. Though he was quite dead, he 
had managed to land upon a two-way radio which, it looked like, he had swiped from the 
officer's barracks at Sailly. Heaving aside his body, he found the radio buried somewhat 
in field mud. Unearthing it carefully, he sat and listened for some time, trying to make 
out the static starts and stops of the voice being broadcast right across the Allied side of 
the Western Front. The only piece of information he could gather was that the 85 Nova 
Scotia Highlanders were being called in to aid the effort at Vimy. It must have been 
going badly. Of course, Phillips knew that that was Trottier's old unit, and so it seemed 
fitting that his corpse remained before him in this now abandoned crater, his death being 
just as meaningless here as it would have been out there. 
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Phillips regrouped, and suddenly felt grateful for his life, which came at the 
expense of twelve other men, albeit twelve men who had sealed their fates the moment 
they had decided to abandon the war effort and enlist in this silly operation anyhow. 
(Though Phillips could not argue that this operation was any sillier than the one actually 
going on.) He suddenly felt a sense of duty to recover or maintain the legacy of that small 
portion of wartime anomaly occurring away from the Front. He raided the dugout, 
pulling all archival material off the makeshift shelf before dumping them into a 
haversack. He went down the twenty-two wooden steps to the cavernous retreat below, 
documenting its layout in his paybook. He returned to the surface and was all but ready 
to head back to base when he heard a moaning, this time from one of the bodies, and 
looked over to see a bloodied, but not yet dead, Kramden, attempting to roll over onto his 
side to avoid the pain of what looked like a stick in the mud jabbing at his side. He had 
managed to leave one survivor, who, perhaps could shed some light to him and others 
about what exactly went on in that strange little outfit. But alas, he soon realized that 
such a tale was not his to tell. Phillips had managed to blast his jaw clear off his face. 
Heaving the strap of the haversack around his left soldier, he proceeded to pick up what 
remained of Kramden's body. It was unlikely he would live. But taking the body back 
would at least distract the others from inquiring about why it was exactly that he had left 
the officer's barracks in the first place. He knew the first thing he would do upon his 
return; he would make it so that his counterfactual army was lionized in some way. It 
wouldn't be difficult and it would save the legacy of whatever going-ons actually 
occurred in the anomalous crater. He had no intention of defiling it, especially when he 
knew that an equally absurd cause would be venerated at the expense of this one. He 
would have to figure out a way to tell their story sometime and somehow. But for now, it 
simply made sense to go along with the war, because for whatever reason, he felt chosen 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Although this list is far from exhaustive, these titles will familiarize the reader with the 
bulk of the historical subject matter I engage with. 
Armstrong, Elizabeth H. The Crisis of Quebec, 1914-18. Toronto: McClelland and 
Stewart Ltd., 1974. A very quaint little book. First published in 1937 for a 
scholarly audience, the book's introduction goes to great length to point out the 
"faults of the perspective of the age" (v), so that the reader is unsure if she has a 
primary or secondary source in her hands. Nonetheless, a useful introduction to the 
political climate in Canada during the first part of the twentieth century. Despite 
my original intent, time and scope did not permit me to engage with the 
conscription crisis. However, this book does contain a brief and useful portrait of 
Valcartier. 
Brooman, Josh. The Great War: The First World War, 1914-18. New York: Longman, 
1987. Brooman writes a several of these slim volumes as part of the Longman 20th 
Century History Series. They provide a useful overview of the broad social and 
political currents leading up to, during, and after the war. 
Berton, Pierre. Vimy. Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1986. Though at times, this 
book is comically simplistic, it is thorough and well researched. If you can 
stomach the diction, the facts are presented in a straightforward (at times 
mechanical) manner. 
Christe, N.M. Wining the Ridge: The Canadians at Vimy Ridge, 1917. Nepean: CEF 
Books, 1998. Presented somewhat in the form of a short pamphlet, this small issue 
has useful maps and diagrams for those seeking a brief logistical introduction to the 
operation. 
Ellis, John. Eye-Deep in Hell: Trench Warfare in WWI. London: Fontana/Collins, 1977. 
A fascinating and straightforward account of trench-warfare; many diagrams and 
historical photos as well. 
Fussel, Paul. The Great War and Modern Memory. Oxford: Oxford UP, 1975. I may be 
unqualified to say this definitively, but I tend to agree with the Observer's blurb on 
the front cover that this book, indeed, is "a landmark in the writing of history." I 
borrowed heavily from this book, the first five chapters in particular. 
Gilbert, Martin. A History of the Twentieth Century, vol. 1: 1900-1933. London: Harper 
Collins, 1997. An aggressive common-sense approach to writing history. Gilbert 
is both succinct and erudite. 
Hatch, Robert McConnell. Thrust for Canada. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1979. An 
entirely digestible and fascinating account of Benedict Arnold's escapades up 
north, including, of course, his failed military campaign into Quebec City in 1775. 
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Hayes, Geoffrey and Andrew Iarocci and Mike Bechthold. Eds. Vimy Ridge: A 
Canadian Reassessment. Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier UP, 2007. A collection of 
essays from across the Canadian historical landscape. This volume is hardly the 
Vimy "debunking" that I had expected. Despite the reassessment, after some 
ninety years, the Canadian achievement at Vimy Ridge still stands as a remarkable 
one. 
McKee, Alexander. The Battle of Vimy Ridge. New York: Stein & Day, 1967. McKee 
often acts as a mediator amongst a chorus of voices, presenting a plethora of eye-
witness accounts. The words spoken by the German captive on pg. 78 are taken 
from pp. 48-49 of this text. 
Rawling, Bill. Surviving Trench Warfare: Technology and the Canadian Corps, 1914-
1918. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997. Rawling, who writes for the 
Department of National Defence, is keen on isolating lessons and presenting a 
progressive view of the war. A highly recommended read for those interested in a 
comprehensive account of the tactics and logistics that went behind the Canadian 
efforts on the Western Front. 
Scott, Frederick G. The Great War as I Saw It. Ottawa: CEF Books, 1999. A staple in 
Canadian eyewitness accounts of the war. Scott, a senior Chaplain for the First 
Canadian Infantry Division, was with "the boys" from Valcartier until the 
Armistice. 
Tuchman, Barbara. The Guns of August. New York: Macmillan, 1962. A classic and a 
must read; full of ominous anecdotes and electrifying detail. 
Wood, Herbert Fairlie. Vimy! Toronto: Macmillan of Canada, 1967. A much more subtle 
and refined retelling of the events leading up to Vimy Ridge than, say, Berton's 
account. 
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GLOSSARY AND ENDNOTES 
An occupied crater, subsequently attached to the trench workings in the field, was called 
a sap. 
t Very refers specifically to coloured light flares; Very lights are fired from a Very pistol. 
i Front of the trench. 
§ Back of the trench. 
v See Ilham Dilman, Induction and Deduction (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1973). 
Vl See Eric Gans, Originary Thinking (Stanford: Stanford UP, 1993). 
v" See Rene Girard, Violence and the Sacred (Baltimore: John Hopkins UP, 1977). 
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